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 69 

1. Overview 70 

The Healthcare Privacy and Security Classification System Guide (HCSG) provides 71 

informative material intended to be of use for implementing the HL7 Health Care Privacy 72 

and Security Classification System (HCS).  HSCG describes a Healthcare Privacy and 73 

Security Classification System (HCS) suitable for automated privacy and security 74 

labeling and segmentation of protected health information (PHI) for privacy policy 75 

enforcement through security access control services (ACS).   76 

 77 

Within a security domain, these requirements are fulfilled by information classification 78 

system guidance issued by domain authorities.  Security labels are key access control 79 

information (ACI) applied by policy within a security domain as attributes of security 80 

principal “Initiators” requesting access to information and system resources; the resource 81 

“Targets”
i
 for which access is sought; the request and the context in which it is made; and 82 

the asserted policy rationale, e.g., purpose of use, for access.   83 

Security labels should be standardized and computable where semantic interoperability is 84 

required for electronic cross-enterprise exchange and to enforce and document policy 85 

compliance.  86 

2. Goal 87 

The goal of this guide is to provide an informative supplement to the HL7 HCS.  It 88 

contains amplifying information regarding the content of the HCS, which is intended to 89 

be of use to architects and developers of security labeling services required to implement 90 

a HCS. 91 

3. Policy Considerations 92 

Application of security and privacy labels may require careful policy consideration to 93 

account for the distinct possibility that providers may receive incomplete information.  94 

Achievement of the proper balance between clinical need and patient privacy is needed to 95 

ensure that patient safety is not compromised.  Some points of consideration include: 96 

 To address providers' concerns regarding incomplete information, it has been 97 

suggested that masked or redacted information should be flagged as such in order 98 
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to increase provider trust in the contents (GWU).  If flagging notice of redacted 99 

content is permitted under applicable policy, then security labels may convey that 100 

a clinical fact has been redacted by using codes such as the HL7 Security 101 

Observation vocabulary for Data Alteration,   102 

 As an alternative, PHI can be masked such that only authorized recipients can 103 

decrypt it using keys based on their clearances.  For ensuring patient safety while 104 

preserving privacy to the greatest extent possible: 105 

 Unmasked PHI may be consumed by clinical decision support system such as a 106 

drug-drug interaction application, which would alert a non-authorized clinician of 107 

potential safety impact. 108 

 Policies may permit overrides such as “Break the Glass” in order to access 109 

masked PHI under these conditions.  The intent of such notifications is always to 110 

achieve a workable balance between patient privacy and patient safety. 111 

 Patients may allow a provider to access masked PHI on an ad hoc basis, e.g., 112 

when the provider inquires about a “mask flag” or a drug-drug interaction alert, 113 

using a “shared secret” capability to retrieve the mask’s decryption key. 114 

 Masking offers options not available through redaction.  Redacted information is 115 

not recoverable. 116 

4. Assumptions 117 

In developing the HL7 HCS, certain assumptions regarding the use and interrelationship 118 

of clinical and security tagging have been made: 119 

 A segmenting EHR system is capable of:  120 

 Disaggregating health information into clinical data elements, which are the most 121 

granular level of clinically relevant information, 122 

 Retrieving clinical attributes about the patient, clinical information category, and  123 

provenance such as information source and encoding clinical vocabulary,  124 

 Applying clinical attributes as metadata tags on clinical data elements to generate 125 

clinical facts in accordance with clinical rules.  126 

 Clinical facts have no intrinsic security or privacy value. The sensitivity of a 127 

clinical fact is determined by matching clinical attributes with the criteria for 128 

governance under privacy policies, including patient consent directives.  For 129 

example, if the provenance indicates that a clinical fact was generated in the 130 

course of treatment in a U.S. realm 42 CFR Part 2 facility, then the clinical fact is 131 

governed under 42 CFR Part 2, 132 

 Security labels can convey the relative risk associated with disclosure of clinical 133 

information based upon standardized security and privacy vocabularies applied to 134 

a HCS. For example, if the provenance indicates that a clinical fact was generated 135 
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in the course of treatment in a U.S. realm 42 CFR Part 2 facility, then the clinical 136 

fact is labeled with a sensitivity code indicating that it is related to substance 137 

abuse and that its confidentiality level is “Restricted” because patient consent is 138 

required prior to disclosure, 139 

 Nothing in the application of sensitivity labels prevents the appropriate disclosure 140 

of information affecting patient safety.  141 

5. Technical Foundations 142 

A healthcare information classification system provides standard, computable, and 143 

semantically interoperable means to apply sufficiently descriptive ACI (metadata) about 144 

healthcare information so that rights of access can be established, and appropriate access 145 

control decisions can be made at each layer of security services.   146 

This includes access control governing: 147 

 End users within the custodian’s enterprise, 148 

 Disclosure by the information custodian, including: 149 

 Segmentation by redaction, masking, and encryption of content “payload“,  150 

 Controlling access to metadata appropriate to the security, business (inner) and 151 

transport (outer) envelopes encapsulating the payload, 152 

 Specification of minimally disclosing payload metadata for use in federated 153 

Registry and Repository exchange architectures. 154 

 Receipt, storage, routing, and  re-disclosure by intermediaries acting on behalf of 155 

information custodians such as health information exchanges, health information 156 

service providers, clearinghouses, and gateways, 157 

 Access, use, and any further re-disclosure by end users within the Receiver’s 158 

System.   In addition, the HCS security labels are intended to support other 159 

information management decisions such as audit, accounting of disclosure, and 160 

record management requirements such as compliance with record retention and 161 

breach notification policies. 162 

  163 
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 164 

6. Label-based1 Access Control  165 

 166 

Access Allowed
Y/N?

Security Domain

ConfidentialityClearance
Security Policy::

Do User Clearances match 
Information Object Confidentiality 

Security Labels?

User Information

Data Object

167 
 168 

Figure 1 Access Control Model 169 

 170 

When an initiator is a human user (or an initiator process represents a human user), the 171 

label bound to the initiator often is called a clearance. In these cases, the label bound to 172 

the target (data object) is called a classification. (ISO 10181-3/ITU X.812) 173 

 174 

As described in Figure 1, policy evaluation ensures that a user’s security clearance meets 175 

or exceeds the security label field values “classifying” a data object (in this context, a 176 

“clinical fact”).  For example, if the clinical fact is tagged with security label field values 177 

for sensitivity = HIV, then access is permitted only if the user possesses a security 178 

clearance that includes the corresponding HIV clearance.   179 

 180 

Other policy matters may also need to be resolved as well, such as in the case that patient 181 

authorization was required as a pre-requisite for such disclosure, evaluation of 182 

environmental policies, etc.  In security parlance a label is an attribute of security-183 

relevant object.  Labels are well-known security mechanisms and as used here are part of 184 

                                                 

 

 

http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-X.812-199511-I/en
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a broad category of attribute-based access control systems.  See ISO 10181-3/ITU 185 

X.812for further information 186 

6.1 Key Target Access Control Information 187 

ISO 10181-3/ITU X.812  specifies key clinical fact (aka resource/target) access control 188 

decision information (ACDI) , which are representative of the metadata types that an 189 

access control service (ACS) uses to match the clearance of an initiator with the 190 

classification of the target.  Different access control schemes may use a subset of these 191 

metadata types.  Figure 2 below represents key types of metadata that particular access 192 

control scheme may use as ACDI.   193 

 194 

Target or Target Group
The identity of the entity to which 

access is attempted

-------------------------------
EHR, Named Patient Record, 

Workflow (e.g. Orders)

Key Target Access Control Information 

Access Control Mechanisms:  

Capability, 

ACL, Label, or Context Based 

Hierarchical Group
Hierarchical Group identities and the 

accesses allowed or denied to them

-------------------------------
Organizational Headquarters/

enterprise wide access

Geographical Sub-division/Sub-

division access,

Accesses restricted to Local Hospital, 

etc.
Security Labels

Target tags  to which access is 

allowed 

-------------------------------
Security Clearance, Confidentiality 

Code (e.g. Very Restricted),

Sensitivity Code (e.g. HIV, Sickle 

Cell)

Integrity Markings
Target integrity levels and accesses 

allowed or denied to them

-------------------------------

Read Unsigned Progress Notes, etc.

Policy Environment:  Entity, 

Role, Rule, Attribute Based 

Access Control

Adapted from:  ISO/IEC 10181-3

Note:  “Target” and OASIS “Resource” are 

equivilent

Role(s)
Role identities and the accesses 
on the target allowed or denied 

to them

-------------------------------
Structural (Coarse-grain) Roles: 

Oncologist, Dentist, etc. without 

further qualifiers and/or

Functional (Fine-grain) Roles defined 

by a named Permission Set, e.g., 

Role Name::{Perm1, Perm2...PermN}

Where permissions are “actions” 

allowed on specific “information 

objects”, for example: 

 WRITE Progress Note

WRITE Medication Order

 SIGN Prescription

Individual Initiator 
Access Control Identity and Accesses 

allowed or denied on target

-------------------------------

Connect, Access Control Lists

Functional Group
Healthcare Work Group identities and 

accesses allowed or denied them

-------------------------------
Care Team can see assigned 

patients, Pharmacy can see 

“Pharmacy Only” data, Clinic, etc.

Authorities
Individual authority identities and the 

accesses allowed or denied to them

-------------------------------

Auditor, Certifications 

195 
 196 

Figure 2  Types of Resource Access Control Information  197 

A role-based access control system, for example, would be primarily focused on the 198 

initiator’s roles.  A label-based scheme, which is constructed in accordance with a rule-199 

based access control model ((ISO/IEC 9594-2:2008/ITU X.501) would be primarily 200 

http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-X.812-199511-I/en
http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-X.812-199511-I/en
http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-X.812-199511-I/en
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.501-200508-S!!PDF-E&type=items
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focused on clearances and target classifications.  An attribute-based scheme would be 201 

primarily focused on ACDI in which roles, clearances and other access control decision 202 

information (e.g. the user’s location, organizational affiliation etc.) are viewed 203 

collectively as attributes to be evaluated by a rules engine.    204 

 205 

6.2 Applying Clinical and Security Labels  206 

The clinical labels and attributes applied to clinical facts are expected to be slow 207 

changing and relatively static for an instance of clinical fact retained within the EHR 208 

repository.  Accordingly, while the rules for applying clinical attributes may change over 209 

time, such change is unlikely to have significant impact on the day to day use of clinical 210 

information retained within the EHR.   211 

 212 

On the other hand, security and privacy rules policy rules are relatively dynamic and 213 

depend upon a number of factors external to the clinical facts themselves such as the 214 

patient consent directives, purpose of use of the information, environmental constraints, 215 

the identity and roles of the requestor, and various policies for use and re-disclosure of 216 

the information by the recipient, which cannot be known or predicted in advance.   217 

 218 

This variability in general cannot be resolved except in the context of a specific response 219 

managed adjudicated under the rules of a security and privacy access control service.  220 

Some conclusions of this, represented in this section and the models which follow 221 

include: 222 

 223 

 Maintaining static tagging of security and privacy labels for individual clinical 224 

facts may be problematic, inefficient or impossible as the tags and rules for any 225 

particular access present variability that cannot generally be assessed until 226 

runtime, 227 

 Security and privacy tagging is best done at runtime when access control variables 228 

about to whom, why, where, and what type of information are known and can be 229 

resolved, 230 

 Security and privacy tagging is applied to the aggregated EHR response to a 231 

query for information based upon rules, policies, and obligations in effect at the 232 

time of release, 233 

 The preservation of the tagging, handling caveats (including obligations), and 234 

information provenance becomes the responsibility of the recipient if subsequent 235 

reuse or disclosure to additional parties is contemplated. 236 
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Security labels allow for the management and enforcement of inter-enterprise privacy 237 

policies.  Enterprises receiving information become, in effect, the equivalent of registered 238 

system users of an information owner’s access control service.  Users of a receiving 239 

enterprise desiring to subsequently further re-disclosure this information may be 240 

obligated to adhere in the future to policies agreed to when the original request was made.  241 

This means that received information, meta-data and provenance must be retained with 242 

the information as a whole for its lifetime. 243 

6.3 Categories and Clearances of Security Labels 244 

 245 
Figure 3  Applied Data Classification Example  246 

 247 

Figure 3 represents a model classification system consisting of three major categories of 248 

Normal, Restricted and Very Restricted.  Restricted contains 3 sub-categories A, B and 249 

AB.  Very Restricted contains 4 sub categories, C. AC. BC and ABC.  This system 250 

controls user access to major categories and sub-categories of clinical facts by comparing 251 

the security label in a user clearance with the security label on the clinical fact.   252 
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Users possessing the Very Restricted clearance can access Very Restricted clinical fact 253 

categories with exception of C, AC, BC and ABC.   Access to these categories requires 254 

both the Very Restricted clearance and individual clearances for the four sub-categories.   255 

Users possessing the Very Restricted clearance can also access Restricted clinical facts 256 

(contained within the Very Restricted category), but only A, B, and AB as authorized. 257 

Users possessing the Very Restricted clearance can access all clinical facts in the Normal 258 

category contained within the Very Restricted and Restricted category.  259 

 260 

Users possessing the Restricted clearance can access all clinical facts in the Restricted 261 

category, but only A, B, and AB as authorized.  Users with the Restricted clearance can 262 

also access all clinical facts in the Normal category. 263 

 264 

Users possessing the Normal clearance can access all clinical facts in the Normal 265 

category, but no clinical facts in the Restricted and Very Restricted categories including 266 

the special sub-categories. 267 

 268 

Note that users cannot possess sub-category clearance without first possessing the 269 

clearance for the major categories Restricted and/or Very Restricted. 270 

These HCS rules for matching the security labels on clinical facts with a user’s clearance 271 

(“dominance rules”) can be extended to include integrity classifications (e.g., a hierarchy 272 

from very reliable to unreliable) and integrity categories (e.g., workflow status of a 273 

healthcare record from initial to complete to legally attested).   274 

7. HCS Operational Model  275 

Figure 4 HCS Functional Model, provides a high level view of the components used by a 276 

Segmenting EHR to semantically label clinical facts with sufficient metadata to enable 277 

the EHR Access control service to apply the security labels required for compliance with 278 

privacy policies.   279 

 280 

EHR semantic labeling is a function of the clinical domain, which must be capable of 281 

disaggregating clinical elements into discrete clinical information objects, which have 282 

sufficient meaning to be understood on their own, e.g., observation, medication, 283 

procedure, lab results etc.  The EHR generates “clinical facts” by applying semantically 284 

interoperable clinical attributes to clinical elements in accordance with organizational and 285 

jurisdictional clinical guidelines. 286 

 287 

A Security Labeling Service is the pivotal capability applying and enforcing the HCS.  288 

The following conceptual model illustrates the relationship between the clinical system’s 289 
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generation of clinical facts and the security system’s labeling of those facts per policy and 290 

consumption of the labels to enforce access control 291 

 292 

The Access Control Service invokes a Security Labeling Service to apply security labels 293 

to clinical facts in accordance with organizational and jurisdictional privacy policies, 294 

including any patient privacy consent directives associated with these clinical facts.  It 295 

then enforces access controls on requests for EHR data.  See Figure 5:  Applying Clinical 296 

Labels.  297 

 298 
Figure 4  HCS Operational Model   299 

 300 

7.1 HCS General Functional Model  301 

Functional requirements for a HCS are typically integrated within the functional model 302 

for the health care IT system in which the HCS is implemented.  HCS functional 303 

requirements may vary depending on the business requirements for the specific health 304 

care IT system.  Examples of health care IT systems include provider EHRS, patient 305 

PHRS, health plan enrollment, claims, and operational IT systems, Health Information 306 

Exchanges, Health Information Service Providers, and Clearinghouses.   307 

 308 

Data Segmentation Functional Model Capabilities are detailed in Figure 4.  These are 309 

aligned with the business requirements listed in Appendix B Table of HCS Requirements, 310 

which provides the detailed business requirements for a Segmenting EHR.  [The diagram 311 

includes capability descriptions that display when pointer is placed over the capability  312 
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 313 

 314 

 315 

 316 

 317 

 318 

 319 

 320 

 321 

 322 

 323 

 324 

 325 

 326 

 327 

 328 

 329 

 330 

 331 

 332 

 333 

 334 

Figure 5  Data Segmentation Functional Model   335 
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8. Application of Labels to Healthcare Systems 336 

 337 

8.1 Using Labels for Clinical Management  338 

The application and use of clinical labels provides for the creation of structured 339 

information for clinical, financial, operational, research and other workflows.  Such 340 

usages include healthcare specific treatment purposes such as orders, recording an 341 

observation, patient history, medication, and immunization data or for providing various 342 

types of clinical decision support services.   343 

 344 

The purpose of clinical labeling is intended to be primarily clinical support, factual and 345 

unclouded by perceived risks of stigmatizing harm resulting from unauthorized 346 

disclosure. 347 

EHR

Clinical 
Fact

Clinical Element

Clinical Data 
Repository

Clinical Label 
ServiceXØ A B C

Manage 
Clinical Labels

  348 

Figure 6  Applying Clinical Labels  349 

 350 
Figure 6 illustrates the binding of clinical elements to clinical labels through a Clinical Label 351 

Service to create clinical facts stored in the Clinical Data Repository of an Electronic Health 352 

Record (EHR).  353 

Manage Clinical Labels provides precursor provisioning of the Clinical Labeling Service-with 354 

(standardized) clinical vocabularies and rules for binding labels to clinical elements.  This 355 

component: 356 

 Establishes clinical vocabularies to be used for tagging and, 357 

 Defines rules for tagging clinical elements, 358 

 Provisions Clinical Label Services. 359 

Clinical Labeling Services apply clinical labels according to the established rules in an 360 

operational context.  The Clinical Labeling Services component: 361 

 Retrieves clinical elements and their clinical attributes Tags, 362 
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 Creates clinical facts by application of clinical attributes (standard 363 

metadata) to clinical elements by a clinical rule, 364 

 Stores clinical facts in EHR repository. 365 

8.2 Using Labels for Policy Enforcement  366 

Security labels are applied based on risk assessment of harm resulting from unauthorized 367 

disclosure.  This assessment may reflect personal perceptions or legal requirements, 368 

which may involve inherently emotional characterization of clinical information as 369 

prejudicial to a party’s “interests” when exposed in unauthorized ways or to those who 370 

lack authority and responsibility for its care and use.   371 

Access 
Control 
Service

Security 
Labeling 
Service

X
Query

+
Action ADI

Response

Environmental ADI 
(Constraints)

EHR (Resource) ADI

Subject ADI ( Clearances)

EHR

372 
 373 

Figure 7  Applying Security Labels and Masking Rules to EHR Query- Response   374 

Access Control Service (ACS) 375 

As illustrated in Figure 7, the Access Control Service accepts and mediates all requests 376 

for EHR information.  When a request for protected information is received, the ACS 377 

must first establish that the request itself and the requestors asserted attributes meets 378 

acceptance parameters.  If not, the query is rejected and an appropriate negative response 379 

returned.  Following this first pass, the request is then forwarded to the EHR which 380 

returns the initial response to the Security Labeling Service.  The Security Labeling 381 

Services labels the EHR response content, applies masking/redaction and obligation 382 

rules.   The ACS then returns the completed response. 383 

 384 

In general, the ACS acts as a monitor for policy enforcement including all requests for 385 

protected information both internal and external.  The access control service is made up 386 

of the following general capabilities: 387 
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 Policy Administration Point (PAP):  Manages the complete jurisdictional, 388 

organizational and subject (e.g., patient, employee) privacy policies for a specific 389 

target, and translate these into security policy sets for input to the PDP (Policy 390 

Decision Point), which are persisted in the PAP database, 391 

 Policy Information Point (PIP):  Manages access control decision information (ACI) 392 

of different types to identity attributes by subject, resource, action or environment 393 

including identifier, data-type and optionally issuer,   394 

 Policy Decision Point (PDP).  Access Control Decision Information (ADI) is the 395 

subset of ACI needed for a specific authorization instance. To make the decision, the 396 

PDP is provided with, or acquires ADI associated with the initiator, the target and the 397 

action. Other inputs to the PDP are the access control policy rules from PAP policy 398 

sets and contextual information needed to interpret the ADI or the policy,  399 

 Policy Enforcement Point (PEP).  The PEP is responsible for ensuring that any 400 

actions by the initiator on the target are authorized (by the PDP). When an initiator 401 

makes a request to perform an action on the target, the PEP invokes the services of 402 

the PDP so that a decision can be made. 403 

Security Labeling Service 404 

The Security Labeling Service evaluates the clinical 405 

tagging and provenance of items in the initial EHR 406 

response to determine the security labels to be assigned and 407 

how the final response is to be packaged for delivery. 408 

 409 

The Security Labeling Service is provisioned by a Security 410 

Label Management Sub-System (Not shown) which 411 

establishes/provisions security tagging vocabularies and 412 

creates security labeling rules to support jurisdictional and 413 

organizational privacy policies and patient consent 414 

directives including Obligations or rules that must be met 415 

prior to release of information. 416 

 417 

The Rules Engine is provisioned with policies established 418 

by the Security Label Management Service described 419 

above.  The Rules Engine contains the logic for applying 420 

security and privacy tagging to clinical elements of a query 421 

response. 422 

 423 

Security Labeling 
Service (SLS)

Rules Engine

Transform Template(s)

Transform Actions: 
Redact, Annotate, Mask 

by Encryption

Encrypted Document 
Packaging
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Pre-developed Transform Templates provide document/format specific representations of 424 

the final response.  Transform Templates establish how and where security and privacy 425 

tags are to be applied.  426 

 427 

Transform Actions apply the tagging to the final form of the response through 428 

rules contained in the Rules Engine.  This tagging “segments” the response into logical 429 

categories for downstream application of a wide variety of access control policies.  430 

Annotations include document, portion and entry-level tagging as well as application of 431 

handling instructions.   432 

 433 

Transform actions also include content masking or redaction.  Masking allows authorized 434 

recipients access to protected information by decrypting content based upon 435 

cryptographic keys corresponding to their authorizations and clearances.  Redaction 436 

removes content from the response, making it impossible to recover regardless of 437 

permissions. 438 

 439 

In the final step, the Security Labeling Service encrypts the final result into an inner 440 

envelope with high-water mark classification and handling instructions and an encrypted 441 

outer envelope for transmission but without any external indicators of the nature of the 442 

inner content. 443 

 444 

Security labeling, redaction, and masking of unstructured PHI such as a provider’s 445 

dictated consult note, require fully encoding of the clinical facts comprising the 446 

unstructured PHI and references linking each coded “structured” clinical fact back to the 447 

associated unstructured clinical fact.  This enables the ACS to restrict access to and 448 

disclosure of unstructured clinical facts based on the security labels on the structured 449 

clinical facts.  The ACS uses the structured clinical fact security labels to assign handling 450 

caveats and apply any redaction or masking required for disclosure of the narrative block.  451 

[More detailed discussion in Appendix I. Rendering CDA with Security Labels]. 452 

9. HCS Security Labels 453 

HCS Security Labels conform to NIST FIPS PUB 188 Standard Security Label 454 

structure, which consists of a set of specified fields.  Each field comprises a globally 455 

unique Tag Set Name and a set of semantically interoperable security tag or field 456 

values.  The following diagram is a more extensive version than that shown in the 457 

HCS and includes all of the Integrity label field types. 458 

Figure 8  Security 

Labeling Service 

http://www.itl.nist.gov/fipspubs/fip188.htm
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Figure 9  NIST Security Label Field Structure   460 

 461 

These labels define the classification of each item and constituent components (inner 462 

envelope, cover sheet, body, and section(s) and sub-sections, segments portions and entry 463 

elements).  464 

 Objects in the HCS can either be a container (element) for content or content for 465 

another container,   466 

 Encoded clinical data goes into clinical element fields, 467 

 Metadata goes into metadata attribute fields, 468 

 Metadata is data about data. 469 

9.2 Security Labels in Practice 470 

Figure 10 below, Aggregating Clinical Facts, illustrates an EHR view of individual 471 

clinical facts used to produce a composite result, here a generic prescription.  The un-472 

normalized database view illustrates the concept that each clinical fact does not 473 

redundantly repeat needed information, that groups of information (Demographics, 474 

Diagnosis and Order) receive and provide information by means of key field linkages.  475 

For example, Diagnosis “provenance” information, as well as patient demographics, is 476 

available to Order via the Diag_Order_Link table (wasDerivedFrom).  The EHR table 477 

fields represent smallest dis-aggregated pieces of clinically relevant information relative 478 

to the Rx. 479 

 480 

Without these links, it would be impossible to create composite output without 481 

redundantly managing information in each of the linked tables which in itself would 482 

become a data management issue to ensure consistency. 483 

Put another way, each EHR table is uniquely “authoritative” for the information it holds. 484 

 485 

Figure 11 below illustrates the binding of security and privacy labels by means of a rule.  486 

The elements of the EHR (patient Demographics, Diagnosis and Order) and their 487 

relationships are established in the EHR as discussed previously. 488 

A privacy rule is applied to composite information extracted from the EHR for creating a 489 

report of the patient’s medication history.  Based upon knowledge of the values for the 490 

clinical diagnosis (HIV), the rule is able to associate the fact that the medication is 491 

sensitive having been prescribed for the HIV condition and not another, along with 492 

provenance information related to the patient’s coverage, the provider type, and service 493 

delivery location.  The security labeling service is then directed to apply the appropriate 494 

confidentiality and sensitivity codes based upon this rule.  495 
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 496 

Patient Demographics

PK,FK1 PID

 Name
 Age
 Gender
 Last_4_SSN
FK1 Plan/Program_ID
FK1 Member_ID

Service Delivery Location

PK Location_ID

 Healthcare Facility Type
 Name
 Addr
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 Name
 Addr
 Telecom
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PK PID
PK Member_ID
PK Plan/Program_ID

 Coverage_Name

Provider Organization

PK Org_ID

 Provider_Taxonomy
 Name
 Addr
 Telecom
FK1 Provider_NPI

Diagnosis

PK,FK2 Provider_NPI
PK,FK1 PID

 Diagnosis_ID
 Diagnosis_Date
 Location_ID
 Plan/Program_ID
 Prescription_ID
FK3 Diagnosis_Code

Disease/Problem

PK Diagnosis_Code

 Diagnosis_Name
 Diagnosis_Code_Terminology
 Diagnosis_Code_Terminology_Version

Prescription_Order

PK Prescription_ID

 Prescription_Type
 Medication_Code
 Medication_Name
 Medication_Dose
 Medication_Unit
 Medication_Frequency
FK1 PID
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 Prescription_Order1Attr1

Lab

PK Lab_Order_ID

 Lab_Type
FK1 PID
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 Diagnosis_ID
 Location_ID
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PK Procedure_ID
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FK1 PID
 Provder_NPI
 Location_ID
 Diagnosis_ID
FK1 Provider_NPI

497 
 498 

Figure 10  Aggregating Clinical Facts in database tables into more complex Clinical Facts  499 

Final release of the medication history may depend on additional factors, not shown here.  500 

For example, without a patient consent, the USC Title 38 Article 7332 HIV data may be 501 

masked or redacted by access control services prior to allowing disclosure to an external 502 

requesting party. 503 
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 504 

 505 
Figure 11  Applying Security Labels Based on a Rule  506 

 507 

9.3 Representative Data Segmentation for Privacy Approach 508 

Table 2, General Approach to Data Segmentation by Attribute (Example) below, is a 509 

generalized sample template for specifying the rules and analyzing instances of semantic 510 

and security labeling of clinical facts.  The table includes Clinical Facts, Clinical 511 

Attributes, Provenance Attributes and Security Label Attributes. 512 

Examples of analyzed instances follow in Table 3 HL7 Security Observation Value 513 

Codes.   514 

CLINICAL FACT 515 
The tagged clinical element is the de-aggregated smallest health care relevant tagged 516 

clinical component.  Clinical facts are elemental information objects in a clinical 517 

environment.  See for example the HL7 Electronic Health Record-or the HL7 RBAC 518 

Permission Catalog information objects. 519 

 520 

 521 
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CLINICAL ATTRIBUTE 522 
Clinical attributes are selected values from a code system used to label clinical 523 

elements.  Representative sample code systems used in health care include: 524 

 SNOMED CT, 525 

 LOINC, 526 

 RxNORM, 527 

 ICD 9/10. 528 

PROVENANCE ATTRIBUTES 529 
Figure 9 illustrates the functionality provided by the foreign keys relating clinical facts 530 

to each other for tagging purposes.  The linkages and history of clinical facts defines 531 

the essential element of their provenance.   Provenance provides the context and 532 

history of an object.  Provenance may provide information about the reliability of a 533 

clinical fact and confidence that the fact is accurate and trustworthy.  Provenance 534 

attributes provide useful information needed by the security labeling system, for 535 

example as an integrity tag.  Accordingly, this guide adopts the vocabulary and entity 536 

relations of the W3C for the description of provenance and entity relations (See 537 

Appendix D PROVENANCE RELATIONS DEFINED BY W3C). 538 

 539 

SECURITY LABEL ATTRIBUTES 540 
These are the attributes and labels previously discussed in section 7.1 Data 541 

Segmentation Attribute types above. 542 

  543 
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  544 

Table 1  General Approach to Data Segmentation by Attribute (Example) 545 

Clinical Fact 
Clinical 
Attribute Provenance Attributes Security Label Attributes 

 
    

 Clinical Fact 
Name 

Clinical 
Attribute Name 

Clinical attribute 
provenance including: 

Security attribute 
metadata including: 

    ·         wasAttributedTo   ·         Classification,  
    ·         wasDerivedFrom ·         Sensitivity,  
    ·         wasGeneratedBy ·         Integrity,  

    ·         wasInformedBy ·         Category,  

    ·         wasInfluencedBy 
·         Handling 
Instructions 

    ·         hadPrimarySource    
    ·         wasInvalidatedBy   
    ·         wasQuotedFrom   

    ·         wasRevisionOf   
 546 

  547 
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 548 

Table 3 HL7 Security Observation Value Codes illustrates the application of specific 549 

code/values sets and provenance labels applied to clinical facts of Diagnosis, 550 

Medications, Allergies, Laboratory Report, and Procedure.  551 
 552 

Table 2  HL7 Security Observation Value Codes 553 

Clinical Fact Clinical Attribute Provenance 

Security 
Label 

(HL7*) 

Diagnosis 

<Patient Name >   N 

Source=<Organization>   N 

111880001 Acute HIV infection 
(disorder) 

hadPrimarySource: 
SNOMED Code 

Restricted, 
HIV  

  
wasAttributedTo: 
<Attending> 

  

Medications 

<Patient Name >   N 

11413 Zidovudine (AZT) 
hadPrimarySource: 
RxNorm 

  

  
wasDerivedFrom: 
Diagnosis 

Restricted, 
HIV  

      

Allergies 

<Patient Name > 
wasDerivedFrom: 
Encounter 

N 

91936005 (Penicillin) 
hadPrimarySource: 
SNOMED CT 

N 

Laboratory 
Report 

8053 (Lipid Panel) 

hadPrimarySource: LOINC N 

8320 Total 
Cholesterol 

8316 Triglyceride 

8429 HDL 

7973 LDL 

Procedure 86689.Z7 (HIV-1 Western Blot) hadPrimarySource: CPT 
Restricted, 
HIV 

  554 
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APPENDIX A:  TABLE OF DEFINITIONS 555 

Table A: Table of Definitions 556 

 Term 

Note that 

hyperlinked terms 

are either links 

back to text or to 

related terms. 

Definitions and Descriptions 

Note that where no source is specified, the terms are defined in the context of HCS.  Some entries are 

authoritative descriptions about the use of the term and may contain the term being defined in this 

glossary.  These descriptions are not considered definitions. 

Access Control 

Service 

A service that provides the basic operational aspects of access control such as making access control 

decision information (ADI) available to access decision components and performing access control 

functions.  The service also provides security labeling and privacy and security protection functions. 

The service, known as an Access Control Service (ACS), requires the following infor-mation: 

Access policy rules, 

Contextual information needed to interpret ADI, 

Initiator, target, and access request ADI, 

Security labeling rules and vocabulary, 

Transform rules and services. 

ACS generates information made available to other elements includes transformed information response 

to an information request as well as handling caveats. 

Access (Security) 

Level 

The combination of a hierarchical security classification and a security category that represents the 

sensitivity of an object or the security clearance of an individual. [ISO 2382-8/T-REC-X.812-199511-

I!!PDF-E] 

 

A level associated with an individual who may be accessing information (for example, a clearance level) 

or with the information which may be accessed (for example, a classification level).[ HIPAA Security 

Glossary] 

Break the Glass “Break the glass” access barriers are application generated warnings at the moment of possible 

transgression that requires users to assert their need for access.  Distinguish break glass from emergency 

access.  In the case of break glass no additional user permissions are required (similar to a fire alarm in a 

hallway, all users have access to the alarm); however, access may involve alerts to system managers and 

increased auditing.  Examples of break glass include access to one’s own records, to records belonging to 

a spouse, family member or to a VIP.  In contrast to emergency access, break glass does not require 

evaluation of patient consent directives, nor is eminent threat to patient safety a concern. 

Security Work Group Emergency Access paper 

Classification 

Child concept: 

Security 

Classification 

Confidential protection of data elements by segmentation into restricted and specifically controlled 

categories set by policies, professional practice, and laws, legislation, and regulations.  [Adapted from 
ASTM E-1986]  

Clearance Initiator-bound access control information (ACI) that can be compared with security labels of targets. 

[ISO 10181-3/ITU X.812] 

Permission granted to an individual to access data or information at or below a particular security level. 

[ISO/IEC 2382-8:1998] 

Clinical attribute Any clinical characteristic that binds a health care relevant parameter to a clinical element by a rule. 

Parameters may include authorship, category of information, terminological characteristics, history of 

permutations, integrity and provenance, as well as the relationship to and inclusive of associated clinical 

facts necessary to provide context essential for applying security labels.  [PCAST discusses attributes that 

provide context to clinical data elements such as patient demographics.] 

http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.812-199511-I!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.812-199511-I!!PDF-E&type=items
http://aspe.hhs.gov/admnsimp/nprm/seclist.htm
http://aspe.hhs.gov/admnsimp/nprm/seclist.htm
http://gforge.hl7.org/gf/download/docmanfileversion/7638/11083/HL7%20Emergency%20Access.doc
http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-X.812-199511-I/en
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.812-199511-I!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-health-it-report.pdf
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 Term 

Note that 

hyperlinked terms 

are either links 

back to text or to 

related terms. 

Definitions and Descriptions 

Note that where no source is specified, the terms are defined in the context of HCS.  Some entries are 

authoritative descriptions about the use of the term and may contain the term being defined in this 

glossary.  These descriptions are not considered definitions. 

Clinical Attribute 

set 

The complete collection of parameters that in total describe the relevant characteristics of a clinical 

fact.   These include, clinical attributes, security labels and provenance:    For example, the patient's name 

and birthdate, diagnosis code, the applicable privacy rules and policies, including any patient's pre-

consented privacy choices security label classification and sensitivity codes, and the data source 

(provider). 

Clinical element A clinical object that has been disaggregated into the smallest possible data element suitable for use in a 

healthcare context.  [PCAST p. 70 description of clinical elements as the smallest clinical data units that 

make sense to exchange and aggregate.] 

Clinical fact A healthcare data IT resource comprised of a clinical element associated or “tagged” with at least one 

clinical attribute such as a clinical information category, patient information, and provenance.  A clinical 

fact is a type of “tagged data element.”  [PCAST p. 89 “Tagged data element: Data accompanied by 

metadata describing the data.”] 

Clinical rule A computational algorithm used for assigning a clinical attribute to a clinical element. 

Compartment A security label tag that "segments" an IT resource by indicating that access and use is restricted to 

members of a defined community or project.   

 

A set of categories in a security label. [Sandhu] 

Compartment-

based policies 

In a compartment-based policy, sets of targets are associated with a named security compartment or 

category, which isolates them from other targets. Users need to be given a distinct clearance for a 

compartment to be able to access targets in the compartment. [Ford Chapter 6 p.155] 

Compartmentalizati

on 

A division of data into isolated blocks with separate security controls for the purpose of reducing risk. 

[ISO 7498-2]  

 

Example: The division of data relative to a major project into blocks corresponding to subprojects, each 

with its own security protection, in order to limit exposure of the overall project. 

Confidentiality Privacy metadata classifying an IT resource (data, information object, service, or system capability) 

according to its level of sensitivity, which is based on an analysis of applicable privacy policies and the 

risk of financial, reputational, or other harm to an individual or entity that could result if made available or 

disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes. 

Usage Notes: Confidentiality codes are used in security labels and privacy markings to classify IT 

resources based on sensitivity to indicate the custodian or receiver obligation to ensure that the protected 

resource is not made available or re-disclosed to individuals, entities, or processes (security principals) per 

applicable policies.  Confidentiality codes are also used in the clearances of initiators requesting access to 

protected resources. 

Map:  Definition aligns with ISO 7498-2: Confidentiality is the property that information is not 

made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes. [HL7 Confidentiality code 

system 2.16.840.1.113883.5.25 and value set 2.16.840.1.113883.1.11.10228] 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-health-it-report.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-health-it-report.pdf
http://www.winlab.rutgers.edu/~trappe/Courses/AdvSec05/access_control_lattice.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/Computer-Communications-Security-Principles-Techniques/dp/0137994532?SubscriptionId=AKIAJFQLXBCY7MGG3ULQ&tag=xlebooks-20&linkCode=xm2&camp=2025&creative=165953&creativeASIN=0137994532#reader_01379945
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.800-199103-I!!PDF-E&type=items
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 Term 

Note that 

hyperlinked terms 

are either links 

back to text or to 

related terms. 

Definitions and Descriptions 

Note that where no source is specified, the terms are defined in the context of HCS.  Some entries are 

authoritative descriptions about the use of the term and may contain the term being defined in this 

glossary.  These descriptions are not considered definitions. 

Data Segmentation Process of sequestering from capture, access or view certain data elements that are perceived by a legal 

entity, institution, organization or individual as being undesirable to share. [Goldstein GWU] 

End User 

 

Person or organization who utilizes information processing facilities or systems, e.g., employee, 

contractor or third party user. [ISO 27011] 

Healthcare Privacy 

and Security 

Classification 

System (HCS) 

A defined scheme for the classification and handling of health care and healthcare related information. 

High water mark Rule that when information is combined from several targets, the result is assigned the highest 

classification level. [Warwick Ford –Computer Communications Security] 

IT Resource Any data, information object, operation, process, service, or system capability. An IT resource that is 

assigned a security label is sometimes referred to as a “security object”.  An IT resource that is 

represented as a requested security object of an initiator’s access request is sometimes referred to as a 

“target”.    

Data, service or system component. [XACML] 

The term resource embraces, e.g., information resources, processing resources, communication resources, 

and physical resources. [Ford] 

An object that is the target of security controls, including data, information, record, system file, service, or 

capability). [HL7 RBAC]  

Metadata Data about other data. [ISO 14721] 

Data describing context, content, and structure of records and their management through time. [ISO 

15489-1] 

Structured information that describes, explains, locates, and otherwise makes it easier to retrieve and use 

an information resource. (NISO) 

Information that characterizes data, such as contextual information. [PCAST] 

Security labels are a type of security metadata that is associated with a security object/IT resource and 

considered a security attribute. 

Named Tag Set Field containing a Tag Set Name and its associated set of security tags. [NIST FIPS PUB 188] 

Object An object is an entity that contains or receives information.  The objects can represent information 

containers (e.g., files or directories in an operating system, and/or columns, rows, tables, and views within 

a database management system) or objects can represent exhaustible system resources, such as printers, 

disk space, and central processing unit (CPU) cycles. [HL7 RBAC]  

Synonymous with IT resource. 

Predicate A statement about attributes whose truth can be evaluated. [XACML] 

https://www.himss.org/content/files/Code%20101_Data-segmentation-final_ONC%20Whitepaper.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/xacml/3.0/xacml-3.0-core-spec-cs-01-en.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/Computer-Communications-Security-Principles-Techniques/dp/0137994532?SubscriptionId=AKIAJFQLXBCY7MGG3ULQ&tag=xlebooks-20&linkCode=xm2&camp=2025&creative=165953&creativeASIN=0137994532#reader_01379945
http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/product_brief.cfm?product_id=72
http://www.niso.org/standards/resources/UnderstandingMetadata.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-health-it-report.pdf
http://www.itl.nist.gov/fipspubs/fip188.htm
http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/product_brief.cfm?product_id=72
http://docs.oasis-open.org/xacml/3.0/xacml-3.0-core-spec-cs-01-en.pdf
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 Term 

Note that 

hyperlinked terms 

are either links 

back to text or to 

related terms. 

Definitions and Descriptions 

Note that where no source is specified, the terms are defined in the context of HCS.  Some entries are 

authoritative descriptions about the use of the term and may contain the term being defined in this 

glossary.  These descriptions are not considered definitions. 

Privacy The claim of individuals, groups or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what 

extent information about them is communicated to others. [Westin] This definition is foundational for 

Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93579; 5 U.S.C. § 552a). 

Freedom from intrusion into the private life or affairs of an individual when that intrusion results from 

undue or illegal gathering and use of data about that individual. [ISO/IEC 2382-8] 

The right of individuals to control or influence what information related to them may be collected and 

stored and by whom and to whom that information may be disclosed. [ISO 7498-2] 

[T]he right to control access to one's person and information about one's self. The right to privacy means 

that individuals get to decide what and how much information to give up, to whom it is given, and for 

what uses." June 13, 2002, speech to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Conference 

Privacy Commissioner of Canada June 13, 2002] 

Individual's or organization's right to determine whether, when, and to whom, personal or organizational 

information is released. Also, the right of individuals to control or influence information that is related to 

them, in terms of who may collect or store it, and to whom that information may be disclosed. [HITSP 

Glossary] 

Privacy Mark Human readable security labels, which are rendered in the graphic user interface on accessed electronic 

information, are called “privacy marks.” The act of enabling the rendering of a privacy mark is called 

“privacy marking”. 

If present, the privacy-mark is not used for access control. The content of the privacy-mark may be 

defined by the security policy in force (identified by the security-policy-identifier) which may define a list 

of values to be used. Alternately, the value may be determined by the originator of the security-label. [ISO 

22600-3 Section A.3.4.3] 

Provenance 

 

The history of the ownership of an object, especially when documented or authenticated.   For example, 

references to a type of equipment, standard clinical procedure, attestable content author, data source, 

provider or other clinical facts. [PCAST] 

 

Information about entities, activities, and people involved in producing a piece of data or thing, which can 

be used to form assessments about its quality, reliability or trustworthiness. [W3C PROV-Overview] 

Provenance of a resource is a record that describes entities and processes involved in producing and 

delivering or otherwise influencing that resource. Provenance provides a critical foundation for assessing 

authenticity, enabling trust, and allowing reproducibility. Provenance assertions are a form of contextual 

metadata and can themselves become important records with their own provenance. [W3C Provenance 

XG Final Report] 

Data provenance is information that helps determine the derivation history of a data product, starting from 

its original sources.  Data product or dataset refers to data in any form, such as files, tables, and virtual 

collections. […] Two important features of the provenance of a data product are the ancestral data 

products from which this data product evolved, and the process of transformation of these ancestral data 

product(s), potentially through workflows, that helped derive this data product. [Simmhan] 

http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.812-199511-I!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.800-199103-I!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/pgol-pged/piatp-pfefvp/course1/mod1/mod1-2-eng.asp
http://www.hitsp.org/Handlers/HitspFileServer.aspx?FileGuid=fbd8c2af-1c67-460c-a1f0-2cd6655d0f2d
http://www.hitsp.org/Handlers/HitspFileServer.aspx?FileGuid=fbd8c2af-1c67-460c-a1f0-2cd6655d0f2d
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-health-it-report.pdf
http://www.w3.org/TR/2012/WD-prov-overview-20121211/
http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/prov/XGR-prov-20101214/#Importance_of_provenance
http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/prov/XGR-prov-20101214/#Importance_of_provenance
http://pti.iu.edu/sites/default/files/simmhanSIGMODrecord05.pdf
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The information that documents the history of the Content Information. This information tells the origin 

or source of the Content Information, any changes that may have taken place since it was originated, and 

who has had custody of it since it was originated. The archive is responsible for creating and preserving 

Provenance Information from the point of Ingest; however, earlier Provenance Information should be 

provided by the Producer. Provenance Information adds to the evidence to support Authenticity. [OAIS] 

Security Attribute A security-related quality of an object. Security attributes may be represented as hierarchical levels, bits 

in a bit map, or numbers. Compartments, caveats, and release markings are examples of security 

attributes. NIST FIPS PUB 188 

Characteristic of a subject, resource, action or environment that may be referenced in a predicate or target. 

[ XACML] 

Security 

Classification 

The determination of which specific degree of protection against access the data or information requires, 

together with a designation of that degree of protection. Examples: "Top secret", "secret", "confidential". 

ISO 2382-8/T-REC-X.812-199511-I!!PDF-E 

Security Label 

Synonymous with 

Target Label 

Note to Readers: In the definitions below, “security label” is defined as both a verb: “means used to 

associate security attributes” as in “security labeling”, and as noun: “the markings bound to a 

resource”.  As a noun, the term is sometimes considered synonymous with “security metadata” and 

“security tag.”  As a verb, the term is sometimes considered synonymous with “tagging”.  However, 

authoritative security standards sometimes use the term “security label” for both the classification given 

to IT resources and the classification level in an initiator’s clearance.  In addition, some authoritative 

standards use the term “marking bound to a resource” to refer to both computable security labels, and 

the human readable rendering of security label fields better known as “privacy markings”. 

The means used to associate a set of security attributes with a specific information object as part of the 

data structure for that object [ISO 10181-3/ITU X.812] 

Access control information associated with the attribute values being accessed. [ISO/IEC 9594-

2:2008/ITU X.501] 

The marking bound to a resource (which may be a data unit) that names or designates the security 

attributes of that resource.  NOTE - The marking and/or binding may be explicit or implicit. [ISO 7498-

2/CCITT Rec. X.800]   

The means used to associate a set of security attributes with a specific information object as part of the 

data structure for that object. [NIST SP 800-53] 

Security labels may be used to associate security-relevant information with attributes within the Directory. 

Security labels may be assigned to an attribute value in line with the security policy in force for that 

attribute. The security policy may also define how security labels are to be used to enforce that security 

policy. A security label comprises a set of elements optionally including a security policy identifier, a 

security classification, a privacy mark, and a set of security categories. The security label is bound to the 

attribute value using a digital signature or other integrity mechanism. [ISO/IEC 9594-2:2008/ITU X.501]  

Sensitivity labels are security labels which support data confidentiality models, like the Bell and LaPadula 

model.  The sensitivity label tells the amount of damage that will result from the disclosure of the data and 

also indicates which measures the data requires for protection from disclosure.  The amount of damage 

that results from unauthorized disclosure depends on who obtains the data; the sensitivity label should 

reflect the worst case. [IETF RFC 1457] 

A security label, sometimes referred to as a confidentiality label, is a structured representation of the 

file:///C:/Users/Kathleen%20Connor/Desktop/HL7%20HCS%20Sept%202013/1.%20%20Healthcare%20Classification%20System%20Final%2020130808.docx%23OAIS
http://www.itl.nist.gov/fipspubs/fip188.htm
file:///C:/Users/Kathleen%20Connor/Desktop/HL7%20HCS%20Sept%202013/1.%20%20Healthcare%20Classification%20System%20Final%2020130808.docx%23XACML
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.812-199511-I!!PDF-E&type=items
file:///C:/Users/Kathleen%20Connor/Desktop/HL7%20HCS%20Sept%202013/1.%20%20Healthcare%20Classification%20System%20Final%2020130808.docx%23SecurityAttributeDF
file:///C:/Users/Kathleen%20Connor/Desktop/HL7%20HCS%20Sept%202013/1.%20%20Healthcare%20Classification%20System%20Final%2020130808.docx%23SecurityTagDF
http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-X.812-199511-I/en
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.501-200508-S!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.501-200508-S!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.800-199103-I!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.800-199103-I!!PDF-E&type=items
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-53-Rev3/sp800-53-rev3-final_updated-errata_05-01-2010.pdf
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.501-200508-S!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc1457.html
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sensitivity of a piece of information. A security label is used in conjunction with a clearance, a structured 

representation of what information sensitivities a person (or other entity) is authorized to access and a 

security policy to control access to each piece of information. [XMPP Core] 

A security label is a type of PCAST Metadata Tag defined as “information that characterizes data, such as 

contextual information.” 

Security (Labeling) 

Policy 

The definition of which classification and category values are used and how security labels are checked 

against clearances. 

Security label rule A computational algorithm used for assigning a security label to an IT resource such as a clinical fact. 

Security Policy 

Information File 

(SPIF) 

A construct that conveys domain-specific security policy information. [ISO/IEC 15816] 

 

An XML schema, that provides a high level representation of a security labeling policy in a generic and 

open fashion. [Open XML SPIF] 

Security Tag 

A type of Security 

Metadata 

Information unit containing a representation of certain security-related information (e.g., a restrictive 

attribute bit map). [NIST FIPS PUB 188]   

Segmentation The process of sequestering from capture, access or view certain data elements or “datatypes” (clinical 

information categories) that are perceived by a legal entity, institution, organization, or individual as 

being undesirable to share.  

Sensitivity  The characteristic of a resource which implies its value or importance and may include its vulnerability. 

[ISO/IEC 7498-2:1989/CCITT Rec. X.800] 

Sensitivity Label Security labels which support data confidentiality models, like the Bell and LaPadula model.  The 

sensitivity label tells the amount of damage that will result from the disclosure of the data and also 

indicates which measures the data requires for protection from disclosure.  The amount of damage that 

results from unauthorized disclosure depends on who obtains the data; the sensitivity label should reflect 

the worst case. [IETF RFC 1457] 

Tag Set Name Numeric identifier associated with a set of security tags. [NIST FIPS PUB 188] 

Target A target is a resource subject to access control. [Ford] 

The set of decision requests, identified by definitions for resource, subject and action that a rule, policy or 

policy set is intended to evaluate. [XACML] 

A target is an IT resource for which an initiator seeks access. 

Target Label 

Synonymous with 

Security Label 

A security label can be used as target ACI to protect a target. Access rules define the access permissions 

(operations) granted given the security label of the initiator and the security label assigned to a target. 

If the security policy requires that the ACI held in the security label are used for target ACI, then overall 

flow of data in and out of that target can be controlled. Hence, the overall flow of data in and out of 

targets may be analyzed for security domains applying the same security policy. Targets can be created 

within other targets. The security label of the containing target limits the security labels that may be 

assigned to the contained target under the rules for the appropriate security policy. Examples of targets to 

file:///C:/Users/Kathleen%20Connor/Desktop/HL7%20HCS%20Sept%202013/1.%20%20Healthcare%20Classification%20System%20Final%2020130808.docx%23XMPPCore
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-health-it-report.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Kathleen%20Connor/Desktop/HL7%20HCS%20Sept%202013/1.%20%20Healthcare%20Classification%20System%20Final%2020130808.docx%23ISO15816Ref
http://www.xmlspif.org/?page_id=51
http://www.itl.nist.gov/fipspubs/fip188.htm
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.800-199103-I!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc1457.html
http://www.itl.nist.gov/fipspubs/fip188.htm
file:///C:/Users/Kathleen%20Connor/Desktop/HL7%20HCS%20Sept%202013/1.%20%20Healthcare%20Classification%20System%20Final%2020130808.docx%23Ford
file:///C:/Users/Kathleen%20Connor/Desktop/HL7%20HCS%20Sept%202013/1.%20%20Healthcare%20Classification%20System%20Final%2020130808.docx%23XACML
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which labels may be applied include: OSI n-entities; Directory Service entries; files held in a file store; 

database entries. [ISO/IEC 10181-3 p. 24] 

: HCS BUSINESS Requirements 557 

Appendix B:  HCS Business Requirements 558 

The following table details the EHR Data Segmentation business requirements from the 559 

preceding Figure 4 Data Segmentation Functional Model, which can also be viewed by 560 

holding a pointer over the diagram boxes.  In addition, this table includes implementer 561 

guidance and policy sources for these requirements. 562 

Table 3 Appendix B: HCS Business Requirements 563 

# Name Description 

1.00 Data Segmentation 

Management and Services 

(Names on the Diagram) 

Capability to use standard clinical attribute and security labels, 

conversion (such as redaction or de-identification), and encryption 

(such as masking) to segment clinical facts such as individually 

identifiable health information. 

1.10 Clinical Fact Management Capability to manage rules for assigning standard clinical attributes 

to structured and unstructured clinical elements that are required for 

assigning security labels, and for aggregating, disaggregating, 

persisting, and retrieving clinical facts for security label assignment. 

1.1.1 Define and manage clinical 

attributes assigned to 

clinical elements 

Provide the ability to manage rules for assigning standard clinical 

attributes to structured and unstructured clinical elements that are 

required for assigning security labels. 

1.1.2 Manage rules for generating 

and storing clinical facts 

Provide the ability to manage rules for aggregating, disaggregating, 

persisting, and retrieving clinical facts for security label assignment. 

1.2.0 Clinical Fact Services Capability to execute rules for assigning standard clinical attributes 

to structured and unstructured clinical elements stipulated by 

Clinical Fact Management. 

file:///C:/Users/Kathleen%20Connor/Desktop/HL7%20HCS%20Sept%202013/1.%20%20Healthcare%20Classification%20System%20Final%2020130808.docx%23ISO101813
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1.2.1 Assign standard clinical 

attributes to clinical 

elements 

Provide the ability to assign applicable clinical attributes encoded 

with standard terminologies to standard structured and unstructured 

clinical elements as required for assigning security labels. 

1.2.2 Generate and store clinical 

facts 

Provide the ability to persist clinical elements with assigned 

standard clinical attributes as clinical facts that are required for 

security label assignment.  

1.2.3 Retrieve Clinical Facts Provide the ability to retrieve clinical facts as required for security 

label assignment. 

1.3.0 Security Labels & Privacy 

Protection Management 

Capability to manage rules for assigning security labels to clinical 

facts and providing privacy protections. 

1.3.1 Manage privacy policies for 

clinical fact segmentation 

Provide the ability to establish, translate, reconcile, and store 

privacy policies, including consent directives, as input to security 

labeling rules. 

1.3.2 Manage rules for automatic 

assignment of security 

labels 

Provide the ability to manage rules for automatic assignment of 

security labels to clinical facts. 

1.3.3 Manage rules for manual 

assignment of security 

labels 

Provide the ability to manage rules for a user to manually override a 

security label automatically assigned to a clinical fact, e.g., based on 

professional judgment, policy, or an approved patient request.  

1.3.4 Managed privacy protective 

rules 

Provide the ability to manage rules for automatic masking, 

redaction, and de-identification of clinical facts. 

1.3.5 Manage handling caveats Provide the ability to manage rules for automatic assignment of 

handling caveats in security labels assigned to clinical facts. 

1.4.0 Security Labeling Services Capability to execute rules for assigning security labels to clinical 

facts by applying security classification, sensitivity, integrity, 

category, and handling instructions  markings to healthcare system 

output (data views, reports and messages) prior to access or 

disclosure. 
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1.4.1 Retrieve and automatically 

assign security labels to 

clinical facts  

Provide the ability to retrieve a clinical fact for automatic 

assignment of a security label. 

1.4.2 Enable security labeling of 

clinical facts at the time of 

entry 

Provide the ability for a user to manually override a security label 

automatically assigned to a clinical fact based on professional 

judgment, policy, or an approved patient request.   

1.4.3 Bind security labels to 

clinical facts 

Provide the ability to bind security labels to clinical facts retrieved 

for automatic or manual labeling to ensure integrity. 

1.4.4 Persist security labels 

associated with clinical 

facts 

Provide the ability to persist security labels associated with clinical 

facts. 

1.4.5 Update security label per 

policy changes 

Provide the ability to update security labels based on changes in 

policy, such as the revocation of a consent directive. 

1.4.6 Enable security label 

enforcement by access 

control services 

Provide the ability to invoke access control services to enforce 

security labels. 

1.5.0 Privacy Protective Services Capability to enable and reverse privacy protective services such as 

redacting, masking, de-identifying, and applying privacy marks to 

clinical facts in accordance with transform rules.  The service 

accepts obligations resulting from an access control decision and 

clinical facts as input to generate information response to a query.   

1.5.1 Mask clinical fact Provide the ability to mask and unmask clinical facts. 

1.5.2 Redact clinical facts Provide the ability to redact clinical facts and maintain a link to the 

original clinical fact. 

1.5.3 De-identify clinical facts Provide the ability to deidentify clinical facts using techniques such 

as shedding, anonymization, and pseudonymization, and to maintain 

a link to the original clinical fact per policy.  
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1.5.4 Reverse privacy protective 

mechanisms 

Provide the ability to unmask a clinical fact with a "shared secret" 

key based upon user clearance or other trigger, e.g., emergency or 

other specific situation. 

1.5.5 Display Privacy Mark Provide the ability to render security label fields required  by policy 

to be displayed to end users. 

 564 

  565 
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APPENDIX C:  GENERAL SECURITY POLICY COMPONENTS 566 

As illustrated in Figure 8 below security label field values equate to the access control 567 

information (ACI) defined as attributes used by an Access Control Service to match a 568 

user’s rights (permissions) to perform certain actions on a particular resource to the 569 

attributes of an access control policy.  The OASIS eXtensible Access Control Markup 570 

Language (XACML) provides a representational model and language for describing these 571 

relationships.  The OASIS Cross-enterprise Security and Privacy Authorizations (XSPA) 572 

profile or XACML provides a health care specific approach to using attributes and 573 

clearances for the purpose of making access control decisions. 574 

 575 

 576 
Figure 12  OASIS Policy Model  577 

Legend 578 

Action - An operation on a resource 579 

Attribute - Characteristic of a subject, resource, action or environment that 580 

may be referenced in a predicate or target (see also – named attribute) 581 

Condition - An expression of predicates. A function that evaluates to "True", "False" or 582 

“Indeterminate” 583 

Effect - The intended consequence of a satisfied rule (either "Permit" or "Deny") 584 

Environment - The set of attributes that are relevant to an authorization decision and are 585 

independent of a particular subject, resource or action 586 

Named Attribute – A specific instance of an attribute, determined by the attribute 587 

name and type, the identity of the attribute holder (which may be of type: 588 
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subject, resource, action or environment) and (optionally) the identity of the 589 

issuing authority. 590 
Obligation - An operation specified in a policy or policy set performed in conjunction 591 

with the enforcement of an authorization decision 592 

Predicate - A statement about attributes whose truth can be evaluated 593 

Policy - A set of rules, an identifier for the rule-combining algorithm and (optionally) a 594 

set of obligations. May be a component of a policy set 595 

Rule - A target, an effect and a condition. A component of a policy 596 

Resource - Data, service or system component 597 

Rule-combining algorithm - The procedure for combining decisions from multiple rules 598 

Subject - An actor whose attributes may be referenced by a predicate 599 

Target - The set of decision requests, identified by definitions for resource, subject and 600 

action that a rule, policy or policy set is intended to evaluate 601 

  602 
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APPENDIX D:  COMPONENTS OF THE HEALTHCARE PRIVACY 603 

AND SECURITY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM   604 

A number of choices exist for describing HCS components.  The section describes these 605 

and options in a general sense not intended as prescriptive, believing that the specific 606 

approach is best left to the domain in which it is deployed.   607 

The basic features of the health care security label based system are described as:  608 

 Clearances applied to initiators,  609 

 Security (Label) Policy Information File defining which security labels are valid 610 

and how the check them against security clearances,  611 

 HCS Security Labels applied to resources and data passed between systems.   612 

Confidentiality Label 613 

Figure D.1provides the basic class structure for resource security label information. 614 

 615 
Figure D.1 Confidentiality Label Classes (ISO/IEC 15816/ITU-T X.841) 616 

 617 
 618 
The following example shows encoding of a SPIF using the OpenXML approach: 619 
 620 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 621 
<ww:SecurityLabel xmlns:spif="http://www.xmlspif.org/spif" 622 
 xmlns:ns2="urn:hl7-org:v3:datatypes-base" 623 
 xmlns:ww="http://www.va.gov" 624 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 625 
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.va.gov file:/C:/Users/Duane%20DeCouteau/Downloads/xmlspifsecuritylabel.xsd"> 626 
    <ww:labelName>Confidentiality</ww:labelName> 627 
    <spif:securityPolicyId name="42CFRPart2" id="2.3.4.5.6.7"/>  628 
    <spif:securityClassification name="RESTRICTED" lacv="5" hierarchy="5"/> 629 

http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.841-200010-I!!PDF-E&type=items
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    <ww:labelValue>R</ww:labelValue> 630 
    <spif:privacyMarks> 631 
        <spif:privacyMark name="Confidentiality"> 632 
            <spif:markingData phrase="RESTRICTED"> 633 
                <spif:code>noNameDisplay</spif:code> 634 
            </spif:markingData> 635 
            <spif:markingQualifier markingCode="pageTop"> 636 
                <spif:qualifier markingQualifier="Confidentiality" qualifierCode="prefix"/> 637 
                <spif:qualifier markingQualifier=" " qualifierCode="separator"/> 638 
            </spif:markingQualifier>             639 
        </spif:privacyMark> 640 
    </spif:privacyMarks> 641 
</ww:SecurityLabel> 642 
 643 
The applicable ASN.1 syntax for a confidentiality label can be found at ITU-T X.841 page 4 644 

id-ConfidentialityLabel OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { 645 
joint-iso-itu-t sios(24) specification(0) securityLabels(1) confidentiality(0)} 646 
ConfidentialityLabel ::= SET { 647 
security-policy-identifier SecurityPolicyIdentifier OPTIONAL, 648 
security-classification INTEGER(0..MAX) OPTIONAL, 649 
privacy-mark PrivacyMark OPTIONAL, 650 
security-categories SecurityCategories OPTIONAL } 651 
(ALL EXCEPT({-- none; at least one component shall be present --})) 652 
SecurityPolicyIdentifier ::= OBJECT IDENTIFIER 653 
PrivacyMark ::= CHOICE { 654 
pString PrintableString (SIZE(1..ub-privacy-mark-length)), 655 
utf8String UTF8String (SIZE(1..ub-privacy-mark-length)) 656 
} 657 
ub-privacy-mark-length INTEGER ::= 128 -- as defined in ITU-T Rec. X.411 | ISO/IEC 10021-4 658 
SecurityCategories ::= SET SIZE (1..MAX) OF SecurityCategory 659 
SecurityCategory ::= SEQUENCE { 660 
type [0] SECURITY-CATEGORY.&id ({SecurityCategoriesTable}), 661 
value [1] SECURITY-CATEGORY.&Type ({SecurityCategoriesTable} {@type}) 662 
} 663 
SECURITY-CATEGORY ::= TYPE-IDENTIFIER 664 

SecurityCategoriesTable SECURITY-CATEGORY ::= {…} 665 
 666 
Methods for Binding Security Labels to IT Resources 667 

Although the HCS considers binding assurance of a security label to an IT Resource as a 668 

mandatory precondition of conformance with the HCS specified security label structure 669 

and semantics, the HCS is agnostic to mechanism by which a security label is bound to 670 

an IT Resource.  There are multiple means for binding that depend on the binding target 671 

type to which the label is assigned and the context in which these are accessed and  used 672 

(e.g., internal database or external federated environment), which result in different levels 673 

of binding assurance.     674 

 675 

ISO/IEC 15816/ITU-T X.841 Section 6.1.3 describes three such methods: 676 

 Storing representations of protected information with the security label as a record 677 

within a secure environment where overall system access control ensures the label 678 

binding integrity. 679 

http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.841-200010-I!!PDF-E&type=items
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 Use of a digital signature or encrypting with a message authentication code to 680 

bind protected information with the label such that the label and digital signature 681 

can be stored outside of a secure system 682 

Clearance 683 

Figure D.2 provides the basic class structure for initiators clearance information. 684 

 685 
Figure D.2 Security Clearance Classes (ISO/IEC 15816/ITU-T X.841) 686 

The policyId OID identifies which optional components must be present. The classList 687 

component defines the user’s granted and hierarchical clearances as indicated by 688 

ClassList, which is defined by ITU-T Rec. X.501 | ISO/IEC 9594-2. 689 

The securityCategory component identifies any number of restrictive and permissive bit 690 

mapped security categories as well as restrictive and permissive enumerated security 691 

categories assigned to the user. (ISO/IEC 15816:2001 (E).  This structure is illustrated in 692 

Figure 1. 693 

 694 

The following example illustrates clearance encoding using the OpenXML approach: 695 
 696 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 697 
<ww:Clearance xmlns:spif="http://www.xmlspif.org/spif" xmlns:ns2="urn:hl7-org:v3:datatypes-base" 698 
    xmlns:ww="http://www.va.gov" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 699 
    xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.va.gov 700 
file:/C:/Users/Duane%20DeCouteau/Downloads/xmlspifsecuritylabel.xsd"> 701 
    <spif:securityPolicyId name="42CFRPart2" id="2.3.4.5.6.7"/>  702 
    <classList> 703 
        <ww:className>UNRESTRICTED</ww:className> 704 
        <ww:className>NORMAL</ww:className> 705 
        <ww:className>LOW</ww:className> 706 
        <ww:className>MODERATE</ww:className> 707 
        <ww:className>RESTRICTED</ww:className> 708 
        <ww:className>VERY RESTRICTED</ww:className>         709 
    </classList> 710 
    <ww:securityCategory id="1.2.3.4.5"> 711 

http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.841-200010-I!!PDF-E&type=items
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        <ww:Privileges> 712 
            <!-- Allowed Purpose Of Use Treatment --> 713 
            <ww:namedTagSetPrivilege id="2.3.4.5.6.8"> 714 
                <ww:securityTagPrivilege tagType="enumerated"> 715 
                    <ww:attributeFlags>TREAT</ww:attributeFlags> 716 
                </ww:securityTagPrivilege> 717 
            </ww:namedTagSetPrivilege> 718 
            <!-- member of Pharmacy Team --> 719 
            <ww:namedTagSetPrivilege id="2.3.4.5.6.9"> 720 
                <ww:securityTagPrivilege tagType="enumerated"> 721 
                    <ww:attributeFlags>Pharmacy</ww:attributeFlags> 722 
                </ww:securityTagPrivilege> 723 
            </ww:namedTagSetPrivilege> 724 
            <!-- Access to Mental Health and Substance Abuse Information --> 725 
            <ww:namedTagSetPrivilege id="2.3.4.5.6.10"> 726 
                <ww:securityTagPrivilege tagType="enumerated"> 727 
                    <ww:attributeFlags>ETH</ww:attributeFlags> 728 
                    <ww:attributeFlags>PSY</ww:attributeFlags> 729 
                </ww:securityTagPrivilege> 730 
            </ww:namedTagSetPrivilege>  731 
            <!-- Workflow requires access to only highly reliable information --> 732 
            <ww:namedTagSetPrivilege id="2.3.4.5.6.11"> 733 
                <ww:securityTagPrivilege tagType="enumerated"> 734 
                    <ww:attributeFlags>HRELIABLE</ww:attributeFlags> 735 
                </ww:securityTagPrivilege> 736 
            </ww:namedTagSetPrivilege>                          737 
        </ww:Privileges> 738 
    </ww:securityCategory> 739 
</ww:Clearance> 740 
The applicable ASN.1 syntax reference for security clearance classes and clearance 741 

diagram can be found at ISO/IEC 15816/ITU-T X.841. 742 

 743 
clearance ATTRIBUTE ::= { WITH SYNTAX Clearance 744 
ID id-at-clearance } 745 
id-at-clearance OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { 746 
joint-iso-itu-t (2) ds (5) attributeType (4) clearance (55) } 747 
Clearance ::= SEQUENCE { 748 
policyId OBJECT IDENTIFIER, 749 
classList ClassList DEFAULT {unclassified}, 750 
securityCategories SecurityCategories OPTIONAL} 751 
ClassList ::= BIT STRING { 752 
unmarked (0), 753 
unclassified (1), 754 
restricted (2), 755 
confidential (3), 756 
secret (4), 757 
topSecret (5) } 758 
SecurityCategories ::= SET SIZE(1..MAX) OF SecurityCategory 759 
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 760 
 761 

Section 6.3.1 of ISO/IEC 15816/ITU-T X.841 explains how an initiator’s clearance is 762 

matched with security labels on requested IT Resources.  These rules apply to the HCS as 763 

well.  The policyID on the clearance and the security label must match.  The 764 

classification field must be populated with a confidentiality code at a level that meets or 765 

exceeds the confidentiality code in the security label.  Security categories on the 766 

clearance have the following rules: 767 

 768 

 Security Category components of HCS Security Labels are designated as either 769 

restrictive or permissive tags according to whether a clearance must meet all the 770 

category tags in a clinical fact label (restrictive) or whether a clearance must only 771 

meet one category tags in order to gain access. 772 

Restrictive Tag Specifies a hierarchical security parameter used to restrict access to a clinical fact such 

that only a clinical fact with a restrictive tag equal to or less restrictive than the 

corresponding tag in the user’s clearance may be accessed or disclosed.  Restrictions 

may be extended to not accepting clinical facts with labels lower than the lowest level for 

the receiving end, and so on.  Examples include confidentiality and integrity reliability 

classification. 

Permissive Tag Specifies a non-hierarchical security parameter (aka “release marking”) used to permit 

access to a clinical fact such that only a clinical fact with at least one permissive tag 

equal to the corresponding tag in the user’s clearance may be accessed or disclosed.  

Examples include purpose of use and compartment where the user’s clearance for one of 

the clinical fact purpose of use or compartment is sufficient to permit access or 

disclosure. 

Tag type 

adjudication 

Rule: Restrictive tag fields are adjudicated first.  If the end user’s clearance matches or 

exceeds all of the restrictive tags in a label, then the permissive tags are processed. 
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Security Policy Information File 773 

A security policy is the basis for the decisions made by the access control mechanisms. 774 

Domain-specific security policy information is conveyed via the Security Policy 775 

Information File (ISO/IEC 15816/ITU-T X.841) 776 

Aspects of security policy as stated in ISO/IEC 15816 include the following and may be 777 

extended as required by context:  778 

 The level of protection to be given to data stored on a system; 779 

 Who is authorized to access data, processes or resources; 780 

 Security markings required to be shown on any display or print of the material; 781 

 Routing and enciphering requirements for data transmitted between systems; 782 

 Requirements for protection against unauthorized copying and re-disclosure; 783 

 Methods for storage of data; 784 

 Enciphering algorithms to be used; 785 

 Methods of authenticating entities; 786 

 Whether operations on the object are to be audited; 787 

 Whether preventing repudiation of receipt of an object by recipients is required; 788 

 Whether, and whose, digital signatures are required to authenticate the data. 789 

The HL7 HCS allows for the selection of a variety of security policy information file 790 

(SPIF) formats.  Selection of a format is left to the discretion of security domain 791 

authorities. There are several non-compatible formats in general use including: 792 

U.S. Department of Defense Specification SDN.801c   793 

 ISO/IEC 15816/ITU-T X.841 Information technology – Security techniques – 794 

Security information objects for access control 795 

 Open XML XMLSPIF Version 2 796 

 797 

A security policy in its simplest form is a set of criteria for the provision of security 798 

services. With regard to access control, security policy is a subset of a higher system-799 

level security policy that defines the means for enforcing access control policies between 800 

initiators and targets. The access control mechanisms must: 801 

Allow communication where a specific policy permits; and 802 

 Deny communication where a specific policy does not explicitly permit. 803 

http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.841-200010-I!!PDF-E&type=items
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 804 
Figure D.3 Security Policy Information File (SPIF) (ISO/IEC 15816/ITU-T X.841) 805 

The following example shows encoding of a SPIF using the OpenXML approach: 806 
 807 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 808 
<SPIF xmlns="http://www.xmlspif.org/spif" 809 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 810 
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.xmlspif.org/spif 811 
file:/C:/Users/Duane%20DeCouteau/Downloads/xmlspif.xsd"  812 
 schemaVersion="2.0"  813 
 creationDate="201303182307010800"  814 
 originatorDN="CN=sadmin, OU=VHA, O=Dept. of Veterans Affairs, C=U.S.A"  815 
 keyIdentifier="ABCDEF===" 816 
 privilegeId="1.2.3.4.5.1"  817 
 rbacId="1.2.3.4.5"> 818 
    <securityPolicyId name="42CFRPart2" id="2.3.4.5.6.7"/>   819 
    <securityClassifications> 820 
        <securityClassification name="UNRESTRICTED" lacv="1" hierarchy="1"/> 821 
        <securityClassification name="NORMAL" lacv="2" hierarchy="2"/> 822 
        <securityClassification name="LOW" lacv="3" hierarchy="3"/> 823 
        <securityClassification name="MODERATE" lacv="4" hierarchy="4"/> 824 
        <securityClassification name="RESTRICTED" lacv="5" hierarchy="5"/>         825 
        <securityClassification name="VERY RESTRICTED" lacv="6" hierarchy="6"/> 826 
    </securityClassifications> 827 
    <!-- NOTE:  SecurityCategory equiv in XML SPIF v2.0 schema follows --> 828 
    <securityCategoryTagSets> 829 
        <securityCategoryTagSet name="Release Reason" id="2.3.4.5.6.8"> 830 
            <securityCategoryTag name="Purpose of Use" tagType="enumerated" enumType="permissive" 831 
singleSelection="true"> 832 
                <tagCategory name="TREAT" lacv="0"> 833 
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                    <markingData phrase="TREATMENT"> 834 
                        <code>noNameDisplay</code> 835 
                    </markingData> 836 
                </tagCategory> 837 
                <tagCategory name="ETREAT" lacv="1"> 838 
                    <markingData phrase="EMERGENCY TREATMENT"> 839 
                        <code>noNameDisplay</code> 840 
                    </markingData> 841 
                </tagCategory> 842 
                <tagCategory name="HOPERAT" lacv="2"> 843 
                    <markingData phrase="OPERATIONS"> 844 
                        <code>noNameDisplay</code> 845 
                    </markingData> 846 
                </tagCategory> 847 
                <tagCategory name="HPAYMT" lacv="3"> 848 
                    <markingData phrase="PAYMENT"> 849 
                        <code>noNameDisplay</code> 850 
                    </markingData> 851 
                </tagCategory> 852 
                <tagCategory name="HRESCH" lacv="4"> 853 
                    <markingData phrase="RESEARCH"> 854 
                        <code>noNameDisplay</code> 855 
                    </markingData>  856 
                </tagCategory> 857 
                <tagCategory name="PATRQT" lacv="5"> 858 
                    <markingData phrase="PATIENT REQUEST"> 859 
                        <code>noNameDisplay</code> 860 
                    </markingData>     861 
                </tagCategory> 862 
                <tagCategory name="COVERAGE" lacv="6"> 863 
                    <markingData phrase="INSURANCE COVERAGE"> 864 
                        <code>noNameDisplay</code> 865 
                    </markingData> 866 
                </tagCategory> 867 
                <tagCategory name="PUBHLTH" lacv="7"> 868 
                    <markingData phrase="PUBLIC HEALTH"> 869 
                        <code>noNameDisplay</code> 870 
                    </markingData> 871 
                </tagCategory>                 872 
                <markingQualifier markingCode="pageBottom"> 873 
                    <qualifier markingQualifier="Document has been released for Purposes of" 874 
qualifierCode="prefix"/> 875 
                    <qualifier markingQualifier=" " qualifierCode="separator"/> 876 
                </markingQualifier> 877 
            </securityCategoryTag> 878 
        </securityCategoryTagSet> 879 
        <securityCategoryTagSet name="Groups Allowed Access" id="2.3.4.5.6.9"> 880 
            <securityCategoryTag tagType="enumerated" enumType="permissive" singleSelection="true" 881 
name="Compartment"> 882 
                <tagCategory name="Care Team" lacv="0"></tagCategory> 883 
                <tagCategory name="Laboratory" lacv="1"></tagCategory> 884 
                <tagCategory name="Pharmacy" lacv="2"></tagCategory> 885 
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                <!-- and other compartments --> 886 
            </securityCategoryTag>            887 
        </securityCategoryTagSet> 888 
        <securityCategoryTagSet name="Applicable Sensitivity Groups" id="2.3.4.5.6.10"> 889 
            <securityCategoryTag tagType="enumerated" enumType="restrictive" singleSelection="false" 890 
name="Sensitivity"> 891 
                <tagCategory name="ETH" lacv="0"></tagCategory> 892 
                <tagCategory name="PSY" lacv="1"></tagCategory> 893 
                <!-- and other sensitivity codes if applicable --> 894 
            </securityCategoryTag>            895 
        </securityCategoryTagSet> 896 
        <securityCategoryTagSet name="Data Integrity" id="2.3.4.5.6.11"> 897 
            <securityCategoryTag singleSelection="true" tagType="enumerated" enumType="permissive" 898 
name="Integrity" > 899 
                <tagCategory name="LRELIABLE" lacv="0"></tagCategory> 900 
                <tagCategory name="MRELIABLE" lacv="1"></tagCategory> 901 
                <tagCategory name="HRELIABLE" lacv="2"></tagCategory> 902 
                <!-- and other integrity values --> 903 
            </securityCategoryTag> 904 
        </securityCategoryTagSet>         905 
    </securityCategoryTagSets> 906 
    <!-- end Security Category --> 907 
    <privacyMarks> 908 
        <privacyMark name="42CFRPart2"> 909 
            <markingData phrase="Recipient must comply with 42CFRPart2 provisions (42CFRPart2)"> 910 
                <code>noNameDisplay</code> 911 
            </markingData> 912 
            <markingQualifier markingCode="pageBottom"> 913 
                <qualifier markingQualifier=" " qualifierCode="separator"/> 914 
            </markingQualifier> 915 
        </privacyMark> 916 
        <privacyMark name="NORDSLCD"> 917 
            <markingData phrase="No redislosure without patients consent (NORDSLCD)"> 918 
                <code>noNameDisplay</code> 919 
            </markingData> 920 
            <markingQualifier markingCode="pageBottom"> 921 
                <qualifier markingQualifier=" " qualifierCode="separator"/> 922 
            </markingQualifier>             923 
        </privacyMark> 924 
        <privacyMark name="ENCRYPT"> 925 
            <markingData phrase="Requires encryption during transmission and at rest (ENCRYPT)"> 926 
                <code>noNameDisplay</code> 927 
            </markingData> 928 
        </privacyMark> 929 
    </privacyMarks>    930 
</SPIF> 931 
 932 

The applicable Security Policy Information File defined by ASN.1 syntax can be found at 933 

ISO/IEC 15816/ITU-T X.841. 934 

 935 
SecurityPolicyInformationFile ::= SIGNED {EncodedSPIF} 936 
EncodedSPIF ::= TYPE-IDENTIFIER.&Type( SPIF ) 937 
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SPIF ::= SEQUENCE { 938 
versionInformation VersionInformationData DEFAULT v1, 939 
updateInformation UpdateInformationData, 940 
securityPolicyIdData ObjectIdData, 941 
privilegeId OBJECT IDENTIFIER, 942 
rbacId OBJECT IDENTIFIER, 943 
securityClassifications [0] SEQUENCE OF SecurityClassification OPTIONAL, 944 
securityCategories [1] SEQUENCE OF SecurityCategory OPTIONAL, 945 
equivalentPolicies [2] SEQUENCE OF EquivalentPolicy OPTIONAL, 946 
defaultSecurityPolicyIdData [3] ObjectIdData OPTIONAL, 947 
extensions [4] Extensions OPTIONAL } 948 

Assigning HCS Security Labels to Clinical Facts and Clearances   949 

A clinical fact is classified by assigning a security label in accordance with a security 950 

policy information file (SPIF), which specifies label components.  The clinical fact 951 

security label (security label) is comprised of the security label fields, tag sets, and tags 952 

using the syntax and semantics specified by an identifiable SPIF.  953 

An initiator’s clearance (clearance) must be conveyed with a similarly structured security 954 

label comprised of the security label fields, tag sets, and tags using the syntax and 955 

semantics specified by the clinical fact SPIF or mappable to that SPIF. 956 

The HCS specifies the security label field, tag sets, and tags types required for a 957 

healthcare security label and the vocabulary required for semantic interoperability.  The 958 

syntax used for the SPIF and the labels are out of scope at this juncture, although several 959 

approaches to documenting the label components and vocabulary are recommended 960 

including Open XML SPIF and NISTIR Computer Security Object Registry request 961 

form.  An example of a SPIF for CDA encoded with Open XML is provided above. The 962 

HCS Guide included in this ballot package also describes the use of security label in 963 

CDA. 964 

Binding of Security Fact to Clinical Fact 965 

A clinical fact classification is a security label that is specific to the security policy in 966 

force in the context in which it is assigned.  A clinical fact has only one label in that 967 

context.   968 

For example, the security label assigned to a clinical fact by Organization X in 969 

Jurisdiction A in accordance with Security Policy 1 will likely be different than the 970 

security label assigned to the same clinical fact by Organization Y in Jurisdiction B in 971 

accordance to security policy 2.   972 

If Organization X wants Organization Y to comply with  Security Policy 1, then 973 

Organization X must negotiate with Organization Y to uphold Security Policy 1.  Using 974 

Security Policy 1 security labels along with sharing the Security Policy Information File 975 

(SPIF), which specifies the semantics of Security Policy 1 security labels, Organization X 976 

is able to communicate this requirement to Organization Y.   977 
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If Organization Y agrees by asserting the access control information required by Security 978 

Policy 1 in its clearance, then the same clinical fact, when received by Organization Y 979 

from Organization X will have a different security label than the label assigned by 980 

Organization Y under its own Security Policy.   981 

Level of Granularity 982 

Assigning security labels to clinical facts in accordance with the governing security 983 

policy necessitates considering the degree of granularity at which information requiring 984 

protection is conveyed and the level of protection required, i.e., the classification level.  985 

In addition, two or more clinical facts may be aggregated, and may thereby conveying 986 

information with more semantic context and therefore, requiring a  higher level of 987 

protection. 988 

Determining the level of granularity at which a clinical fact should be assigned a security 989 

label is comparable to the concept of “portions” in intelligence community.  A portion, in 990 

accordance with is classified by determining the risk of harm resulting from unauthorized 991 

disclosure (ISO/IEC 7498-2:1989/CCITT Rec. X.800).   This implies that the 992 

information must have enough contextual detail to be understood as a whole on its own, 993 

and may take on a different meaning when combined with other portions.  For example, 994 

two unclassified portions may become confidential when combined because together they 995 

contribute additional information that increases the potential for unauthorized disclosure 996 

to result in harm.  When portions classified at different levels are aggregated, the 997 

resulting portion is classified with the overall most restrictive label tags or “high water 998 

mark”. DoD Guide to Marking Classified Documents 999 

  1000 
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APPENDIX E:  PRIVACY CAPABILITIES (DATA MASKING AND 1001 

DE-IDENTIFICATION) 1002 

Masking is additional encryption that permits run-time ability to provide authorized users 1003 

full access to the clinical fact for “Break the Glass” during and emergency and Clinical 1004 

Decision Support Systems to determine appropriate protocols and Drug-Drug Interaction 1005 

for patient safety without unnecessarily providing access to clinicians. 1006 

Data De-identification:  Unlike Masking, Data De-identification requires a 1007 

transform of the clinical fact content that does not easily reversed at run-time.  1008 

De-identified clinical facts would less likely need to be additionally encrypted. 1009 

Data Masking: Encrypts segments of protected health information so that they 1010 

are inaccessible without access to decryption keys.  1011 

Anonymization:. Removes the association between protected health information 1012 

and personal identification to ensure that there is no reasonable basis to believe 1013 

that the remaining information can be used to identify an individual. 1014 

Data Aggregation: Restricts the aggregation of personal health information to 1015 

that permitted by law. 1016 

Data Minimalism: Ensures that the use or disclosure of protected health 1017 

information is limited to the minimum necessary to accomplish the intended 1018 

purpose of the use or disclosure. 1019 

Data Shredding: Disaggregates protected health information segments so that 1020 

they cannot be re-aggregated without authorization. 1021 

Media Sanitization/Redaction: Removes information from media such that data 1022 

recovery is not possible. This component also ensures that no one deletes clinical 1023 

information until the appropriate time has expired. 1024 

  1025 
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APPENDIX F:  PROVENANCE RELATIONS DEFINED BY W3C 1026 

 wasAttributedTo: Attribution is the ascribing of an entity to an agent. 1027 

 wasDerivedFrom: A derivation is a transformation of an entity into another, a 1028 

construction of an entity into another or an update of an entity, resulting in a new 1029 

one. 1030 

 wasGeneratedBy: Generation is the completion of production of a new entity by 1031 

an activity. This entity did not exist before generation and becomes available for 1032 

usage after this generation. 1033 

 wasInformedBy: Communication is the exchange of an entity by two activities, one 1034 

activity using the entity generated by the other. 1035 

 wasInfluencedBy:  Influence is the capacity of an entity, activity, or agent to have 1036 

an effect on the character, development, or behavior of another by means of 1037 

usage, start, end, generation, invalidation, communication, derivation, attribution, 1038 

association, or delegation. 1039 

 hadPrimarySource: A primary source for a topic refers to something produced by 1040 

some agent with direct experience and knowledge about the topic, at the time of 1041 

the topic's study, without benefit from hindsight. Because of the directness of 1042 

primary sources, they 'speak for themselves' in ways that cannot be captured 1043 

through the filter of secondary sources. As such, it is important for secondary 1044 

sources to reference those primary sources from which they were derived, so that 1045 

their reliability can be investigated. A primary source relation is a particular case of 1046 

derivation of secondary materials from their primary sources. It is recognized that 1047 

the determination of primary sources can be up to interpretation, and should be 1048 

done according to conventions accepted within the application's domain. 1049 

 wasInvalidatedBy: Invalidation is the start of the destruction, cessation, or expiry 1050 

of an existing entity by an activity. The entity is no longer available for use (or 1051 

further invalidation) after invalidation. Any generation or usage of an entity 1052 

precedes its invalidation. 1053 

 wasQuotedFrom: quotation is the repeat of (some or all of) an entity, such as text 1054 

or image, by someone who may or may not be its original author. Quotation is a 1055 

particular case of derivation. 1056 
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 wasRevisionOf: A revision is a derivation for which the resulting entity is a revised 1057 

version of some original. The implication here is that the resulting entity contains 1058 

substantial content from the original. Revision is a particular case of derivation. 1059 

  1060 
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APPENDIX G:  HCS PRIVACY AND SECURITY ARCHITECTURE 1061 

A typical Privacy and Security Architecture (such as diagrammed in Figure F1 below) 1062 

includes capabilities and services required to implement a HCS.  The relevant services 1063 

are listed below. 1064 

 1065 

1066 
Figure F1:  General Security and Privacy Model 1067 
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and policies as specified by the service description. The mechanism is a Performer. 1072 

The "capabilities" accessed are Resources -- Information, Data, Materiel, Performers, 1073 

and Geopolitical Extents. 1074 

Service - Access Control Service 1075 

The Access Control Service includes the Policy Decision Point and a consumer requests 1076 

authorization for an action. The service provides a Yes/No decision or a Yes with 1077 

Obligation return 1078 

Service - Data Service 1079 

This is a proxy service for any supplying data service. 1080 

Service - Demographic Service 1081 

The Demographic Service provides access to Record Subject Traits and is used for 1082 

matching records and validating identities used for access to records. 1083 

Service - Desktop Service 1084 

The Desktop service provides the user interface for the user. It allows the user access 1085 

after calling the authentication service. The Desktop Service is responsible for 1086 

allocating the appropriate assertions to requests made to the Data Services via the 1087 

Interception and Redaction Service. Specifically the desktop must validate authorized 1088 

roles and purpose of use to be used in a session. 1089 

Service - Interception and Redaction Service 1090 

The Interception and Redaction Service intercepts requests made by a consumer to a 1091 

data service and requests authorization from the Access Control Service to continue. 1092 

If the response is Yes with Obligations then the service redacts information in 1093 

accordance with the obligation. 1094 

Service - Policy Administration Service 1095 

The Policy Administration Service provides user editing capability to Policies and 1096 

stores them in the Policy Persistence Service. 1097 

Service - Policy Decision Point Service 1098 

The Policy Decision Point Service is part of the Access Control Service and makes an 1099 

authorization decision based on provided policies, assertions and attributes.  1100 

Service - Policy Persistence Service 1101 

The Policy Persistence Service stores the policies in executable format and enables 1102 

the Policy Decision Point Service to access them when needed. 1103 

Service - Preference Acquisition Service 1104 
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The Preference Acquisition Service provides the User interface for setting preferences 1105 

and it passes these to the Preference Persistence Service. 1106 

Service - Preference Persistence Service 1107 

The Preference Persistence Service stores preferences and supplies them to the 1108 

Access Control Service when needed. 1109 

Service - Privilege Administration Service 1110 

The Privilege Administration Service provisions identified users with credentials 1111 

which may include roles, allowed purposes of use and access to specific applications. 1112 

Service - Privilege Persistence Service 1113 

The Privilege Persistence Service retains credentials associated with an identified user 1114 

and can include Role, Organization, Affinity. The service may store these credentials 1115 

by assigning the user to be a member of a functional group. 1116 

  1117 
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APPENDIX H:  HOW HCS PRIVACY AND SECURITY SERVICES 1118 

APPLY AND USE SECURITY LABELS 1119 

Clinical facts are consumed by the Security Labeling Service, which invokes security 1120 

attribute values from the Access Control Service Policy Information Point (PIP).  The 1121 

Security Labeling Service also invokes the governing privacy policies and patient consent 1122 

directive from the Policy Administration Point (PAP) to control enterprise user access 1123 

and to construct a CCDA (such as a CCD or C32) for disclosure, which either redacts, 1124 

masks, or tags a clinical fact (at the CDA header, section, and entry level) with security 1125 

labels that tell the receiver how to comply with policies that govern the disclosure.   1126 

Figure G1 Rhode Island Security, Privacy and Governance below shows a generic model 1127 

of this service collaboration.  Security label fields are “decision factors” that are retrieved 1128 

by the PIP in response to the PDP request for decision information.  The PDP compares 1129 

the security label field values for e.g., confidentiality levels required for user clearance to 1130 

access a requested clinical fact based on the policy inputs. 1131 

Figure G2 shows an instance of the HCS Services model implemented by the Rhode 1132 

Island Health Information Exchange. 1133 

 1134 

 1135 

 1136 

Figure G1:  Rhode Island Security, Privacy and Governance 1137 
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 1138 
Figure G2:  Rhode Island HIE HCS Service Model 1139 

1140 
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APPENDIX I:  EXAMPLE DATA SEGMENTATION PROCESS 1141 

In response to a request for patient information or in creating a document for submission 1142 

to a searchable repository, the sender’s system evaluates the provenance of each clinical 1143 

fact relevant to the outbound document or message payload against privacy policies and 1144 

patient consent directive criteria to determine the security labels to be assigned. 1145 

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of the National Coordinator 1146 

for Health Information Technology (ONC), Data Segmentation for Privacy initiative 1147 

modeled the system requirements for applying security labels to clinical facts prior to 1148 

disclosure based on privacy policies and patient consent directives.   1149 

 1150 
Figure I.1:  Data Segmentation Process -  1151 
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Figure H1 Data Segmentation Process illustrates the retrieval and evaluation of clinical 1152 

fact provenance to determine the security labels required by policy. This includes 1153 

functions to retrieve provenance metadata for required for tagging each clinical fact with 1154 

security labels (standard attributes) such as: 1155 

 Sensitive conditions that are the indication for orders or reason for an encounter, e.g., 1156 

Sickle Cell Anemia, 1157 

 Authoring or performing provider’s specialty and role in patient care, e.g., HIV 1158 

specialist, 1159 

 Identifying service delivery location and healthcare facility type, e.g., behavioral 1160 

health clinic, 1161 

 Calling out health policy or program coverage or payment type. e.g., 42 CFR Part 2 1162 

or Veteran’s Health Benefits programs, and HITECH provisions for self-pay under 1163 

HIPAA covered health plans , 1164 

 Specifying clinical information category (substance abuse treatment protocol) and 1165 

type of clinical report (e.g., behavioral health assessment) associated with the clinical 1166 

fact, 1167 

 Tagging each clinical fact being aggregated for the disclosure with security labels by 1168 

evaluating privacy policies and patient consent directive criteria that match the 1169 

clinical fact provenance metadata, 1170 

 Redacting clinical facts that are not permitted to be disclosed, 1171 

 Applying applicable handling caveats to aggregated clinical facts that will be 1172 

disclosed  such as  purpose of use, obligations, and refrain policies as well privacy 1173 

marks that must be displayed to end users (see Privacy Capabilities below), 1174 

 Masking tagged clinical facts that are to be disclosed only to authorized users with 1175 

clearance, 1176 

 Reformatting tagged and/or masked clinical facts into the artifact to be disclosed and 1177 

determine required enveloping structure, 1178 

 Re-assigning security labels to the reformatted artifact’s top level portion, sub-1179 

portions, and the envelope structure according to dominance rules. 1180 

For example, to disclose a tagged and masked CDA, security labels may be added to the 1181 

SOAP body XDS Document Entry Metadata and to the payload at the header, section, 1182 

and entry level with additional masking encryption where required by policy. 1183 

Following security labeling service actions, the Access Control Service is responsible for 1184 

release of the final tagged, and if required, masked disclosure as required by privacy 1185 

policy and consent directive  1186 

  1187 
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Appendix J:  Rendering a CDA with SECURITY LABELS 1188 

This appendix describes the HCS rules for assigning and rendering security labels in 1189 

CDA document entry, document header, sections, and entries.  These rules are the 1190 

technical means for implementing the following HCS functional model business 1191 

requirement included in Appendix B 1.2.2  Generate and store clinical facts:   1192 

Provide the ability to persist structured and unstructured clinical elements 1193 

and assigned clinical metadata encoded with standard terminologies as 1194 

required for assignment of security labels. 1195 

 1196 

Guidance:  The system is able to accurately and completely encode unstructured data, 1197 

including CDA narrative blocks, as reference-able from structured data.  Any narrative 1198 

content, which if encoded would require a security label, must be encoded as one or more 1199 

structured clinical facts.   1200 

 1201 

 This ensures that unstructured data such as text from a clinician's dictated note 1202 

can be assigned security labels at the clinical fact level. 1203 

 1204 

 This enables the access control system (ACS) to restrict access to and disclosure 1205 

of unstructured clinical facts based on the security labels on the structured clinical 1206 

facts.  Authorized users will be able to view only the tagged unstructured clinical 1207 

facts for which they have clearance.   1208 

 1209 

 This enables the EHR to render the security labels on unstructured clinical facts 1210 

that are assigned to the associated structured data.    Rendering the security labels 1211 

assigned to unstructured clinical facts ensures that the user is aware of the 1212 

patient’s privacy concerns and alerts the user to the level of confidentiality. 1213 

 1214 

Assigning Security Labels to CDA Narrative Content Rules 1215 

1. Unique Narrative Content Element Identifier Rule:  Narrative content associated 1216 

with a CDA entry tagged with a security label (“tagged entry”) must have a unique 1217 

content element identifier. 1218 

The requirement that a narrative content element have a unique identifier, which is 1219 

otherwise optional in the CDA, is therefore, a further constraint on the CDA narrative 1220 

block. 1221 
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2. Tagged Entry Reference to Narrative Content Element Identifier Rule:  A tagged 1222 

entry must reference the identifier of the narrative content elements from which the 1223 

entry was derived or from which the entry was composed in the originalText property 1224 

of the entry Act.classCode.  That is, all sensitive narrative content must be accurately 1225 

and completely encoded. 1226 

a. Tagged Entry Reference to Derived Content Element Identifier:  When the 1227 

narrative content is derived from CDA entries, the reference identifier in an entry 1228 

originalText provides a link from the entry’s security label to the referenced 1229 

narrative content element. 1230 

This linkage enables the rendering of the security label assigned to the tagged entry 1231 

as a tag on the associated narrative content so that it is viewable by authorized users, 1232 

including any prescribed privacy markings such as “do not disclose without 1233 

consent”.  Rendering the security labels assigned to narrative content alerts the user 1234 

about the patient’s privacy concerns and the content’s confidentiality. 1235 

The ACS is able to restrict access to and disclosure of narrative content based on the 1236 

entry’s security labels.  The ACS applies any redaction or masking required for 1237 

disclosure of a tagged entry to the associated narrative content.   1238 

b. Component Tagged Entry Reference to Original Narrative Content Element 1239 

Identifier:   When the narrative content is the source of component CDA entries, 1240 

there is no guarantee that all of the sensitive narrative content is encoded.   1241 

 1242 

Unless all sensitive narrative content is encoded, the Security Labeling Service will 1243 

not be able to assign required security labels to an associated entry.   Without 1244 

associated security labels, the ACS will be unable to restrict access and disclosure of 1245 

sensitive narrative content. 1246 

 1247 

Authorized users will not be aware of the confidentiality, sensitivity, and handling 1248 

caveats pertaining to narrative content or the patient’s privacy concerns. 1249 

 1250 

3. Tagged Entry Attribute Reference to Original or Derived Narrative Content 1251 

Element Identifier Rule:  In order to persist security labels with the sensitive coded 1252 

attributes of a tagged entry, the attribute originalText must reference the associated 1253 

narrative content element.  A “sensitive” coded attribute would trigger assignment of 1254 

the same security label with which the entry is tagged if it were not associated with 1255 

the entry. 1256 
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For example, the Observation.code, Observation.value, and Observation.text 1257 

attributes of a HIV related Observation entry would trigger the same security label 1258 

that is assigned to the entry. 1259 

This ensures that the ACS access control decisions are the same for narrative content 1260 

associated with the entry and the subset of that content that is associated with the 1261 

entry’s sensitive attributes. 1262 

Narrative Content Referenced by a Tagged Entry Rule:  Narrative content 1263 

referenced by a tagged entry Act.classCode originalText must include all content 1264 

elements associated with non-sensitive attributes of the tagged entry, including non-1265 

coded attributes such as effectiveTime, which do not have an originalText property 1266 

from which to reference narrative content element identifiers.   1267 

Non-sensitive coded attributes are not required to reference associated narrative 1268 

content element identifiers, and the narrative consent is not required to have content 1269 

element identifiers for content representing non-sensitive attributes.  However, the 1270 

entry Act.classCode originalText must reference a content element identifier for the 1271 

composite of content elements associated with all of the entry’s sensitive and non-1272 

sensitive attributes.  For example, Observation attributes such as targetSiteCode, 1273 

methodCode, and effectiveTime would not trigger security label assignment 1274 

independently of their association with a sensitive entry. 1275 

This ensures that access control, redaction, and masking does not leave the remainder 1276 

of the unstructured entry content “in the clear” for those not permitted to access 1277 

restricted unstructured content, thereby flagging the narrative as having hidden or 1278 

removed information.   1279 
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Assigning and Rendering Security Labels on CDA Header, Sections, and Entries1280 

 1281 

 1282 

Document Header Rendering of Overall Highest Security Label Rule:   The 1283 

Confidentiality attribute on a CDA ClinicalDocument Header Class must be populated 1284 

with the most restrictive confidentiality codes populating the Confidentiality attribute on 1285 

all included Sections, i.e., the Confidentiality “high water mark”.   1286 

A CDA high water Confidentiality attribute should be rendered using only the 1287 

confidentiality code print name, e.g., “Restricted”, and should not include the security 1288 

label field name “Confidentiality”. 1289 

The other security label field tags such as sensitivity, compartment, and integrity, which 1290 

are the basis for assigned confidentiality code, may be rendered as print names from the 1291 

Confidentiality originalText if and only if these can only be unmasked by users with 1292 

equivalent or higher labels in their security clearance.  Handling caveats, which are also 1293 

related to the assigned confidentiality code, may also be rendered as print names if each 1294 
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is viewable only by authorized users. Below is a CDA style sheet excerpt for rendering 1295 

confidentialityCode and its originalText.  1296 

 1297 

Figure I1: CDA XSL Style Sheet 1298 

Narrative Block Rendering of Overall Highest Security Label Rule: The 1299 

Confidentiality attribute on a CDA section must be populated with the most restrictive of 1300 

the confidentiality codes populating the Confidentiality attribute on all included entries’ 1301 

security classification observations and all included sections, which in turn, have a high 1302 

water mark confidentiality code based on the confidentiality codes from all included 1303 

entry security classification observations.  1304 

The other entry security label field tags such as sensitivity, compartment, and integrity, 1305 

which are the basis for their assigned confidentiality codes, may be rendered as print 1306 

names from the Confidentiality originalText if and only if these can only be unmasked by 1307 

users with equivalent or higher labels in their security clearance.  Handling caveats, 1308 

which are also related to the assigned confidentiality code, may also be rendered as print 1309 

names if each is viewable only by authorized users. 1310 
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CDA Document Entry and Security Label Rule:  The XD* metadata in the CDA 1311 

Document Entry must include a Confidentiality Code that is the overall highest 1312 

confidentiality classification within the payload.  Other security labels must not be 1313 

included.  Handling caveats relevant to intermediaries must be included.  As shown in the 1314 

diagram below, the Transport Envelope must contain only routing information, while the 1315 

encrypted Inner Envelope must contain only the confidentiality and handling caveats 1316 

required by intermediaries.  All privacy compromising metadata such as healthcare 1317 

facility types and practice settings associated the treatment for sensitive conditions must 1318 

not be populated. Only handling caveats germane to the Intermediary must be included.  1319 

Those that are not germane must not be included as these may indirectly compromise 1320 

privacy by indicating the nature of the payload. 1321 

CDA Security Labeling and Meaningful Use 1322 

In the U.S., progress toward Meaningful Use adoption and migration to ubiquitous use of 1323 

structured standards-based data is a key consideration when assessing the feasibility of 1324 

requiring that all sensitive narrative content be linked to the security labels on associated 1325 

CDA entries, and for requiring the rendering of security labels to authorized users at the 1326 

header, section, and entry levels. 1327 

The following data points indicate the high percentage of acute hospital providers who 1328 

are entering, viewing, and using structured data to meet Meaningful Use.  While this data 1329 

may have been encoded based on unstructured data, e.g., dictation notes, which would be 1330 

inefficient and would likely not scale sufficiently to generate the structured data required  1331 

to meet capabilities such as CDS, medication lists, and DDI checks.  Arguably, most 1332 

acute hospital EHRS meeting Meaningful Use requirements are less likely to be 1333 

generating the structured data from unstructured charts and dictation.   Note that 1334 

Advanced Directives are unstructured. 1335 

These data points, which indicate the level of structured data use, may be evidence that 1336 

Meaningful Use certified EHRS should be capable of meeting the HCS requirements for 1337 

tagging narrative content and rendering security labels to authorized users in order to 1338 

meet privacy mandates under 42 CFR Part 2, Title 38 Section 7332, and HIPAA self-pay 1339 

provisions. 1340 

Assigning HCS Security Labels to Clinical Facts 1341 

Assigning security labels to clinical facts requires consideration of the degree of 1342 

granularity that conveys information that requires protection and the level of protection 1343 

required, i.e., the classification level.  In addition, two or more clinical facts may be 1344 

aggregated, and may thereby convey information requiring a higher level of protection by 1345 

providing increased context. Determining the level of granularity at which a clinical fact 1346 

should be assigned a security label is comparable to the concept of “portions” in 1347 

intelligence community.  A portion, in accordance with is classified by determining the 1348 
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risk of harm resulting from unauthorized disclosure (ISO/IEC 7498-2:1989/CCITT Rec. 1349 

X.800).   This implies that the information must have enough context to be understood as 1350 

a whole on its own, and may take on a different meaning when combined with other 1351 

portions.  For example, two unclassified portions may become confidential when 1352 

combined because together they contribute additional information that increases the 1353 

potential for unauthorized disclosure to result in harm.  When portions classified at 1354 

different levels are aggregated, the resulting portion is classified with the overall most 1355 

restrictive label tags or “high water mark”. DoD Guide to Marking Classified Documents 1356 

http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.800-199103-I!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.800-199103-I!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/pdf/customer/STINFOdata/DoD5200_1ph.pdf
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APPENDIX K:  SECURITY LABEL REGISTRATION FORM (NISTIR 5308) 1359 

C.1.2  General Tag Set Information 1360 

Tag Set Name Format: 1361 

[  ] Object Identifier (Layer 7 label syntax) 1362 

[  ] Unsigned Integer  (Layer 3 label encoding) 1363 

Requested Alpha-Numeric Name:                                  1364 

 1365 

Maximum number of security tags:        1366 

Minimum number of security tags:        1367 

Tag combination and ordering rules:                            1368 

 1369 

C.1.3  Tag-Specific Information 1370 

For each tag indicate: 1371 

Tag number:         Is order significant?       (Yes/No) 1372 

Tag Type:           Is tag Optional or Mandatory? 1373 

List of valid attribute values:                                1374 

The table format in the following example may be used to describe each tag.  TT stands 1375 

for tag type and TL is the tag length.  The types are given in the SSL document.  Only the 1376 

tag values indicated will be accepted by an implementation of the Tag Set.  An optional 1377 

mnemonic may be associated to the each attribute value, bit, or field on the tag.  A default 1378 

value for each tag may be given, if appropriate.  An optional tag order indication within 1379 

the set also may be given.  The presence of the tag in the set may be marked mandatory 1380 

or optional.  A Tag Set that does not match the format associated with the Tag Set Name 1381 

preceding it is in error and shall be treated as such by the implementation. 1382 

 1383 

 1384 
C.1.4  Security Object Usage Rules and Handling Instructions 1385 

This section shall cover object usage rules, handling instructions, and implementation 1386 

details or restrictions beyond those imposed by the base standard.  The text in this section 1387 

may be used to clarify security tag information appearing in the Format Table.  Examples 1388 

http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/ST/crypto_apps_infra/csor/label.html
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are error conditions and their required system response such as return of an error response 1389 

and local event auditing.  The processing rules in Appendix B of the Standard Security 1390 

Label FIPS may be referenced in this section.   Explicit omissions, additions, or 1391 

refinements to the processing rules in the SSL document also must appear in this section. 1392 

 1393 

10. REFERENCES 1394 

ACM, Yogesh, L. Simmhan, et al, A survey of data provenance in e-science, Newsletter 1395 

ACM SIGMOD Record, Volume 34 Issue 3, Pages 31 - 36, ACM New York, NY, USA, 1396 

September 2005 1397 

ASTM E1986 - 09 (2013) Standard Guide for Information Access Privileges to Health 1398 

Information 1399 

(GWU) Mellissa M. Goldstein, JD et al, Data Segmentation in Electronic Health 1400 

Information Exchange:  Policy Considerations and Analysis, George Washington 1401 

University Medical Center, September 29, 2010 1402 

(HITECH) 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164 Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, 1403 

Enforcement, and Breach Notification Rules under the Health Information Technology 1404 

for Economic and Clinical Health Act and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination 1405 

Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules 1406 

HL7 Version 3 Standard: Role-based Access Control Healthcare Permission Catalog, 1407 

Release 2 (revision of ANSI/HL7 V3 RBAC, R1-2008), 2/26/2010 1408 

IETF, IETF RFC 1457, Security Label Framework for the Internet (Informational), May 1409 

1993 1410 

IETF, IEFT RFC 6120, Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP): Core 1411 

(Proposed Standard), March 2011 1412 

IETF, IETF RFC 6121, Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP):  Instant 1413 

Messaging and Presence (Proposed Standard), March 2011 1414 

ISO, ISO/IEC 2382-8 Information technology -- Vocabulary -- Part 8: Security, 1998 1415 

Equivalent: T-REC-X.812-199511-I!!PDF-E   1416 

ISO/IEC, ISO 7498-2, Information processing systems-Open systems interconnection-1417 

Basic reference model-Part 2: Security Architecture, 1989 1418 

ISO/IEC, ITU-T Recommendation X.812 (1995), ISO/IEC 10181-3-00, Information 1419 

Technology - Open Systems Interconnection - Security Frameworks in Open Systems - 1420 

Access Control, March 2000 1421 

ISO, ISO 15489-1:2001, Information and documentation -- Records management -- Part 1422 

1: General, 2001 1423 

(ISO 14721) ISO 14721:2003 Space data and information transfer systems -- 1424 

Open archival information system -- Reference model (OAIS).  This reference 1425 

http://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/privacy-security/gwu-data-segmentation-final-cover-letter.pdf
http://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/privacy-security/gwu-data-segmentation-final-cover-letter.pdf
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2013/01/25/2013-01073/hipaa-privacy-security-enforcement-and-breach-notification-rules
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2013/01/25/2013-01073/hipaa-privacy-security-enforcement-and-breach-notification-rules
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2013/01/25/2013-01073/hipaa-privacy-security-enforcement-and-breach-notification-rules
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2013/01/25/2013-01073/hipaa-privacy-security-enforcement-and-breach-notification-rules
http://www.itu.int/rec/dologin_pub.asp?lang=e&id=T-REC-X.812-199511-I!!PDF-E&type=items
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=24683
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=24683
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model is defined by recommendation CCSDS 650.0-B-1 of the Consultative 1426 

Committee for Space Data Systems 1427 

(OASIS XACML) Organization for the Advancement of Structured 1428 

Information Standards (OASIS) eXtensible Access Control Markup 1429 

Language (XACML) Version 3.0 August 10, 2010 1430 

(NISO) National Information Standards Organization Understanding Metadata 1431 

(NIST) FIPS 188 - Standard Security Label for Information Transfer 1432 

NIST, Special Publication 800-53, Recommended Security Controls for Federal 1433 

Information Systems, February 2005 1434 

(PCAST) President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology,  “Realizing the 1435 

Full Potential of Health Information Technology to Improve Healthcare for Americans: 1436 

The Path Forward”, December 2010 1437 

(Simmhan) Yogesh, L. Simmhan, et al, A survey of data provenance in e-science, 1438 

Newsletter ACM SIGMOD Record, Volume 34 Issue 3, Pages 31 - 36, ACM New York, 1439 

NY, USA, September 2005 1440 

(W3C) W3C, PROV-O: The PROV Ontology, W3C Candidate Recommendation, 11 1441 

December 2012 1442 
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